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THE FOBMULATIOli OF THE PROBLJM ---- -· 

The focus in this chapter is on the formulation of the 

problem_to study social stratifi.cation in ru:i'-al Assam. 'nlis 

formulation neces,sitates an examination of the existing 

concepts, analyses and discriptions of ~he patterns of strati-
.. • 

fication. We have, therefore, to make a review of approaches 

to stratification a~d studies on caste, class and pot-1er. · 

After making a conceptual assessment of the available researches 

on social stratification in village Indi~. we have come to 

realis~ some gaps which have been the basis of- the hypothesis 

we have formulated in the last section of this introductory 

chapter. 

Though systematic and empirical researches of social 

stratification have been cond~cted since the last three 

decades, one yet finds a lack of uniform definition of social ~ 

stratification. However, social s,tratification can be 

defined in the folloliling way: ttlt is a particular kind of 

social differentiation and necessarily conveys the notion 

of hierarchical ranking, a ranking which produces strata 

into one of which all members of the society under investi

gation fall and within which all are eq~al but between 

which there are recognised and sanctioned differences which 

place one higher, or lower, than another in the admitted 

social ordern (Mitchell, 1972, p.182)'~ But social differen-

tiation ana social ~trat~fication are not identical, because 

I. 
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social differentiation dogg not involve differential rank-

ing of positions, whereas stratification does. Population 

in a society is biologically differentiated, so the society 

is natUrallY differentiated iri age and sex, positions and 

roles, with their particular rights and duties. ibis 

differentiation inherently involves the differential 

allocation of rights and duties according to the societal 

needs. But stratification is only one .mode of differentiatiorl 

in· the society which is not identical wi ih all forms of social 

·differentiation. Differential distribution of rights, 

duties and privileges witnin the family does not constitute 

social stratification, because differentiations within the 

family do not .g_o beyond it and tile differential p~sitions 

are equally open to all in due course (Smiih,1966, pp 149,15'4). 

Davis (1949, p.36+) mentions, "';' •• positions based on sex, 

age and kinship do not form part of the system of stratificatiGn 

On the other hand, those positions· that are socially prohi

bited .from being combined in tile same legal fam:Uy -- viz., 

different caste or class positions -- constitute what we 

call stratification,," Caste,· estate and class are three types 

of social stratification of which first two are markedly 

stratified and.elaborately institutionalised. castes are 

rooted in a ritual institution and status in the institution 

of law, social classes must be seen to arise from the economy. 

Studies on soc tal stratification in India with the 

multidimensional aspects have not yet been done properly. 
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Moreover, study of its change in rural society is neglected 

and direction of the changing social stratification should 

be undertaken'. So far, only one aspect of social strati

fication, i.e., caste has been systematicaliy and elaborately 

studied'~ To get a pomprehensive and holistic picture of 

the Indian social stratification cultural,occupational, 

economic, political and o~her dimensions of stratification 

are to be considered as the part and parcel of the Indian 

social stratification. However, without going to delineate 

this aspect in detaU here it wll.l be proper to present, .,. . 

in brief, the main trends of theoretical aspects of social 

stratification both in general and in particular, in Indian 

context. 

~!:2!_ches to social Stratifica tiQit 

The theory for the study of social stratification 

implies sane concepts, propo~i tions and assumptions, that 

could be verified and validated, and wbich constitutes 

'an explanatory system~ When most of the theoretical aPProach

es to fue study of social stratification are analysed with 

the help of these criteria, it is found that stratification 

studies rarely go to the level of theory~ As a result 

ihere are a number of divergences of theoretical approaches 

to the e:xplanations of social stratification. However, 

there are- two approaches which occupy princ:tPaL places in 

the social stratification theory, such as (a) dialectical 

,_ 



approach and (b) functional approach. Marshall (1963, pp. 

128-149) draws a distinction between 'these wo approaches 

and calls "deterministic" or "monodimen~ional '' approach 

and "multid:lmet:t~ional" approach to social stratification·. 

According to Marx, stratification system is mainly 

based on the economic structure of the society'. 1he system 

of production of a society gives rise to two antagonistic 
t~ - , , ,, • 

groups: the naves and have-nots, those who own and control 

the means of production and those who work for the ot>~ners!~, 

His doctrine rests on the ideology of conflict and the need 

for violent overthrow of the e~isting social order. Weber 

(1970) explains that class is multidimensional rather than 

purely economic in substance. Alongwi 1h it he has added the .. 

dimensions of nstatusn, i.e., social honour and "~arty", 

i.e., political power. These three are interrelated and 

possession of one implies the posses.sion of other t1110~. Thus, -. 

though Weber gives a p·roper shape to the deterministic nature 

of Marx•s theory of social stratification, he is not success

ful to go far in differentiating his model!~' There are, 

·perhaps, other dimensions of social strat1f ica tion such 

as kinship and ethnic categories which could give wide 

p ersp active to the social structure. 

Veblen ( 1934) draws a basic feature of the modern 

society: the nworking classn and the ttLeisure class" or 

"bus in as smen" ~ He does not. deny the class struggle- but 

he feels that class struggle is a conflict of minds, of 
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mental characters, and of habits of thought. Relations 

between the classes are ill11tation or emuJ.ation of tile 

upper by tile lower. If Marx is "economic determinist", 

Veblen is "technological determinist", because, he thinks, 
. . 

technology inevitably moulds man•s social values. 

1he functionalists think that stratification is 

universal, because it is necessary or "functional n. It 

is for the maintenance, in~egration and continuity of the 

society as a wholet They believe that different types of 

roles in the society require different types of skilled 

and specialist persons for whom r9\-Jards are distributed 

·differentially. '!his differential reward systan gives rise 

to stratification in the society, hence every society 

possesses certain amount of institutionalised inequality 

(Davis & Moor, 1966, ~ Merton, 196•). 

stratification as an inherent feature of social 

organisation has been. criticised by several sociologists 

(see Tumin, 1966; Smpson, 1956; Schwartz, 1955; Buckley, 

1958; Huaco, 1963; Wesolowski, 1966). !Ut ~e functional 

approach also fails to explain the .dynamic nature of the 

social stratification. :!hough sometimes it tries to explain 

it, it is doubtful how far the analysis will be fruitful 

in analysing the functions and historic changes (HobsbawWt, 

1973). 

The development and sophistication of both the 

theories of social inequality suggest that either conflict 
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or the consensus model is not sufficient to explain the 

social stratifi-cation fully. Moreover, rationalisation 

of the established social order by the functionalists and 

p·rediction of con~lict and. class-:).essness in. the society 

by the dialecticians have been proved to be less certain. 
-· 

Dahrendrof•s thesis is a reaction to the dialecti-

cal and functional theories of social stratification. He 

mentions two classes of people, viz.,. ·coercive and coerced. 

!I'e says, 11We cannot conceive of society unless we realize 

the dialectic9 of s tabUi ty and change, integration and 

conflict, function·, and motive force, consensus and coercion" 

(Dahrendrof, 1970)'. ~ese two theories are con:plementary 

to each other, but they cannot be canbined to form a theory 
' 

of integration and conflict· (D1hrendorf, 1966)·. 

Though these two theorists study two aspects of 

social reality, none of them t~ies to make a synthesis of 

these two to form .a single integrated theory of social in

equality. Now there is_ an increasing tendency to examine 

the social inequality through the convergence of both con

flict and consensus models (Sorokin, 1927, OSsowski, 1963), 

Lenski (1966) is optimistic regarding the synthesis of the 

two theories by which, he believes, society can be observed 

through conflict and integration. He defines the study 

of stratification as the study of the distributive process 

in society. His concept is based on power, privilege, 

prestige and need. Whatever may be the progress oi synthesis 
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of theories, today st:Ui there is controversy between the 

two schools regarding their approaches. However, ihis should 

be tasted in the eq>irical situation. 

APProaches to Caste Stratification 

The studies on Indian social stratification al'.e centred 

around the various aspects of caste system. lhe phenomena 

of caste have been approached from two perspectives. One 

view is that caste systen in India is unique and it shoul.d 

, be analysed in terms of Hindu tradition, i·.e., ideas 

related to pollution-purity (Dumont, Leach, Pocock). Dumont~s 

(1968) view is that this approach· enables us to a better 

way of looking at the Indian caste system. The other viet'l 

emphasises on the_ structural features of caste abstracted 

from the cultural aspects of Indian civilization. It enables 

us to analyse caste system in the cross-cultural perspective 

and to make possible generalisations about it (Bailey, 

Barth, Berreman). DUmont ( 19 68) believes that 1 t tends to 

hinder analysis of fundamental aspects of the Indian caste 

systen'. Sinha (1968) is of the opinion that a deeper under-
. 

standing and analysis can be gained by combining these two 

approaches. He says," ••• I would consider it as worthwhile 

to make a comparative study of social structure of interethnic 

stratification ·as it would be to make a cross-cultural study 

of the concept of inte,._houp pollution". However, these two 

types of approaches, i.e., cultural and structural could be 
I . 

formulated ~ cultural universalistic, cultural particular is tic 
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structural universalistic and structural particularistic 

(Singh, 1974). Leach ( 1960) has enphasised the s tructual 

particularistic view. 'According'to him caste is to· be 
' . 

defined in terms of the systgn of Indian social organisation 

both in past and in present contexts. and one should 

restrict caste as an Indian phenomenon only~ In the struc

tural universalistic approach Indian caste is viewed as a 
. ' 

particular case of general phenomenon of a closed form of 

social stratification. n:t is view of the cultural universa

listic group is that caste is a cultural phenomenon based 

on ideology or value system, a system of hierarchy forming 
I 

the basis. of ranking among the people and thus culture-based 

stratification, which is simil0ar to caste stratification, 

is common among the traditional societies. Here status 

and honour are the basis of inequality·. And caste, in. India, 

is a special form of the general system of status-based stra

tification. Ghurey( 1957), following Weber, emphasises on 

this.approach'. The cultural particularistic approach of 

caste is e:xpressed in nmtont •s (1972) work. The structural 

particularistic ~preach to the study of caste is most 

praninent in stratitica tion studies in India·~ 

caste has been viewed as institutionalised form of 

inequality with hierarchically stratified hereditary groups 

for marriage, division of labour, enforcanent of cultural 

norms and values by certain bodies, and performance of rituals 
f 

based· on concepts of purity and pollution. Bougle (1958) 
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and Dumont (1961) errphasise on Ule binary opposition and 
' 

mutual repuision as the principal features of caste system 

in terms of ''pure" and "impure" which create several divi

sions in a caste society; This view of caste has been opposed 

by Sinha ( 1968), because "pure" and "impuren concepts under

lie( the hierarch~ of occupation and corporate caste 

status, so "mutual repulsionn cannot be the pr:imary principle 

in social interaction among the caste groups. He says, 

nThe reality lies in the fact that· the jati groups within 

a caste sys~~ are committed to the maintenance of internal 

boundaries in the caste system as well as to organic inter

caste solidarity." n:unont•s (1972j· p.35) notions of 

"Systen" and "structurett are, as he mentions, nthe caste 

system is above all a system of ideas and values, a formula, 

comprehensible, rational systen, a system in the in tell act

ual sense of the term· ••• our first task is 'to grasp this 

intellectual system, this ideology. n ~e J.aJmani system 

is based on ritual values rather than on economic logic 

and the caste hierarchy is based on the concept of "pure" 

and n:tmpure". 

Kroeber (1930) says that caste is an extreme form of 

class and it is a system of social stratifica~ion which is 

a rigid hieraqhical system based ort birth ascr~:tion and 

where no individual mobility is permitted. Weber calls 

it as "closed canmuni ties" (Gerth and Mills, 1970 y. ACcord• 

ing to Hutton (1969) central foci. of caste system lie in 
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the socio-relig~ous and ritual aspects of 'the Hindu society·. 

Hocart (1965) offers a' definition that 11castes are merely 

families .. to whom various o-ffices in the ritual are assigned 

by hered+ty." Srinivas (1965) says that "purityn and r 

• 11 1mpurity11 principles are the main basis of intercaste re

lation. One :Important feature is tbat there is religious 

or ritual inequality. of caste. The inequality among the 

members of society which is an essenti~l fea~ure of the 

caste society is the religious- or ritual inequality• At 

the same time all caste groups constitute a single religious 

community as Hindu. In some caste studies enphasis has 

been given on the social solidarity of village life and on 

power and conflict as well (Srinivas, 195~). orenstein . 

( 1965) shows the social solidarity of the village life, and 

denonstrates the relationships between 1 t and the potentially 

centrifugal factors of caste, conflict and potqer'; He writes 

th~ t "pollution" produces alienation and dehumanization 

because it creates large differences in caste ranks. Dube•s 

( 1967) view is that d-ivision of labour· among the caste groups 

is required not only for agricultural activities., but also 

for socio-religious life. No caste along is self-suffi.cient·~ 

Interpersonal and intercaste relations are governed by 

established usage and social e:thics'; Mathur•s (1964) study 

is an analysis of 'the fu-nctions of religion in terms of 

caste solidarity. Marriot•s (1965) opinion is 1hat caste 

ranking is a part of social structure. His concept of 

elaboration of caste ranking reflects that the differences 
: . 
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in the degree of elaboration of caste ranking in various 

regio·ns in .India and Pakistan may be affected. by the 

differences in certain other gross dimensions of 

community structure. 

~e problem of mob111 ty in the caste stratification 

in India is greatly complex~ There are two types of 

hypothetical conceptions regarding it, which are (a) nMode 

of production hyPothesis" and (b) "Caste resilience and 

adaptation hypothesis". ·~a mode of production hypothesis 

refers to the transformation of caste society into class 

society under the impact of new economic forces like 

industrialisation, urbanisation,. etc. (Davis, 1951). Desai 

(1969 ), a Marxist sociologist, says that caste system is a 

social manifestation of mode of production and ownership of 

property based on agrarian-feUdal complex. So change in the 

economic structure may bring about a direct blow to other 

caste characteristics. Though, in these types of social 

stratification studies po~1erful theoretical base is present, 

there is a l:imi tation in obj e·ctive analysis of stratification . ·, 

due to the lack of Empirical studies (Singh, 1974)~ On the 

other hand, Srinivas ( 1968) assumes. that nature of caste 

has undergone considerable changes to adapt 1 tself in the 

new environment, but caste characteristics have not changed. 

Betei.lle ( 1969) also supports Srinivas •s view·. But other 

sociologists assume that caste is gradually losin.g 1 ts ori

ginal character and posse$lsing class-like feature (Bailey, 1963), 
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But they do not pay importance to the disappearance of 

caste and its replacement by class system. However, these · 

studies. are based on field materials and analysed with stru

ctural-functional perspective. Though their analysis is 

sound enough on the basis of enp1rical studies, their theo

retical concern is very weak~ because it has li ttl.e POt-?er 

for theoretical generalisations (Singh, 1974). 

What do .. we find from all these studies on caste system " 

in India? In all these studies,( caste as an aspect of social 

stratification has got 'the principal emphasis, and the 

·ritual aspect .is considered as the basis of ranking·. 'lhis ·. 

indicates that caste is only ranked vertically and horizontal 

mobility of the caste groups is impossible. Hot-1ever, there 

are a very few studies where both these aspects have been 

aealt witQ. proper mtphasis, Most Of 'the studies on caste 

are holistic in nature and these are inspired by the yigour 

of emp iricismr; !he auU:tors of these studies have ignored 

the dysfunctional aspect of the· village systen, and parti

cularly the role of feudali~, and more specifically land 

tenure systems on the village people. 

Approaches _to Class Stratification 

lhere are a few studies where caste as well as other 

dimensions of stra tilication such as economic position, 

styles of life, educational, occupational and political 

statuses, etc. have been considered (Beteille, 1969). 

Beteille observes that various institutional structure of 
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several kinds have emerged which are (a) tile gro\>1th of money 

economy as opposed to inherited status, (b) a new tYPe of 

caste-free occupation, (c) new educational system, and (d) 

new political stT~ture~ It is needless to say that class 

features in Indian social stratification are organically 

existing with the traditiona~ caste system, and it is 

.. 
difficult and also not po~sible to draw a clearcut distin

ction between caste and class. The caste and class features 

which are associa.ted and overlap each other should be taken 

into co~sideration in the study of social stratification systan 

in India. 

However, controversies are s'till existing in the study 

of class stratification: whether it should .be attributional 

or interactional and propositional. The attributional study 

gives emphasis on the rank-order of the classes on the 
' 

basis of their certain attributes, but the interactional 

study; takes into consideration only the interrelationships 

of various groups. Attempts have also been made to construct 

class· groupings on the basis of attribution a! criteria and 

thep interrelationships have been analysed on the basis of 

interactional perspective between these groups. 

Mukherjee (1957) explains the existence of class 

features alongwith the system of caste and formulates three 

rural class groups out of the nine occupational categories. 

These ares (I) Landholders and supervisory farmers, (II) 

Cultivators, artisans and traders (self-sUfficient peasantry) 



and (III) Share-cropper, agricultural labourers, service

holders and others. This study of twelve villages in. Bengal 

is an example of the integration of interactional and 

a ttribu tional approaches. He classified occupational groups 

through attributional approach and formulates three cate

gories of interactional class ranks. He shoHs that in general 

the "upper caste Hindus" belong to class·I of the economic 

structure; the 11lower caste Hindus" and the Sayyad Moslems 

to class II; the scheduled castes, the Mosl:em f'unc tional 

castes, the ·scheduled tribes and the "intermediate" groups 

to class III. He observes that the caste and class features 

go toge1her and the ritualistic basis of stratification only 

does not determine the hierarchical characteristics. The 

emerging pattern is that both economic hierarchy and ritual 

hierarchy go together; 

Beteille ( 1969) observes the dynamic nature of the 

rural stratification system in Sr1pursm which, according 

to h:lm, has acquired much more complex nature. He says that 

the caste, class and power, which are the characteristics 

of stratification system of traditional rural society in a 

cumulativa jashion, have, now-a-days, dispersed among the 

different groups in a non-qumulative manner. ~e change from 

cumulative to dispersed inequalities is the important feature 

of rural social stratification of the present day. His 

study explains that hierarchy of caste, class and po"1er are 

independently noticeable in the rural society'. Now-a-days 

higher caste group may not have higher rank in class and 



and po"to:er hierarchies';; Wlereas the intermediate castes have 

:Improved their economic position and achieved higher power 

position,' the :J.o\oter castes stUl remain in 'the lO\'Jar economic 

and pot-1er position'~ OUr emphasis is also on caste, class 

and poto~er dimensions of rural stratification, but we '1.-lould 

also analyse the emergence of new cumulative inequalities 

from ·l:ha traditional inequalities. Beteillets study has 

not analysed this aspect of social mobility. 

(Bailey's (1972) s~dy in Orissa ~eflects tha~ the 

caste which was superior as a land-own:tng'.group.was_politcalJ.y 

dominant and enjoyed high ritual status. In the past there 

was a considerable degree of coincidence bet,o~een economic, 

political and ritual ranks of caste. Now land is a marketable 

commodity and is going to the hands of different caste groups, 

and the traditional landal-Ining class has considerably lost 

its economic po\o~er·. Now-a-days structure· of the caste 

hier~rchy is rap idly changing and the landownership does 

not go together with the caste hierarchy, and there are 

cleavages between caste and class, caste and power, and 

class and power. 

On ibe basis of his study in Rajasthan Villages 

Sharma (1974) finds some changes bebo1een casta and class, 

caste and power, and power and class·~ 1hough. wealth is a 

factor for determining higher status, it alone is not suffi-

cient for gaining higher status. He. says that the " 

ex-zamindars who have lost their land have gone down in 

status hierarchy and the ex-tenant peasants \-lho have 
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accumulated considerable. amount of land, since the time 

of the abolition o¥ the zamindari systan, have raised their 

status:~ In rural areas the neo-rich p ea.r:;an try is emerging 

as bourgeiosie. ·some of the ex-zamindars have lost their 

former class status, and come down in lower class position 

almost to the extent of what he cal"ls the status of ''Prole

tariat". But the Banias who are richer fuan the Rajputs 

and Brahmins could not secure equivalent power and prestige·. 

According to h:tm there is close association bett\'een 

these changes and the _traditionally higher castes and classes. 

The higher caste and class people are in more privileged 

position to achieve higher education, power and economic 

status due to their already secured ·high position; and the 

lower caste and class people are not able to· achieve higher 

status·~ So ascription and achievenent interplay in status 

determination and block the way o£ mobility. 

~ussion 

The above discussion reveals that in most of the stra

tification studies principal focus is only on the caste and 

a very few studies go beyond caste to analyse the phenomena 

of class and power. The studies on class are also mainly 

confined to the level of attributional ranking. As a result 

most of the studies on caste and class have failed to genera

te wideranging hypotheses~ In tilese studies multidimensional 

approach has also not been applied properly. A proper 

application of the jluralistic approach to social ranking 

y 
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on the basis of caste, class and power can give deeper 

understanding of both vertical and horizontal cleavages 

between caste , class and power. The basic assUr!lf> tion 

here is that status and pqwer are also :important and not 

wholly determined by economic factor; and class, status and 

power are closely interdependent and none of them can be 

fully explained w:t thou·t the o"th ers. I! ere, some might argue . 
that Indian caste hierarchy is basically built around tile A 

opposition of 11puri tyu and 11pollu tion 11 (Duman t, 1972t. But 1 t 

is not true, because the existence of economic and politcal 

factor cannot be ignored •. Beteille (1972, p.7) says, •• ••• it 

would be wrong to ignore the existence of economic and poli

tical distinctions there or even to assign a secondary place 

to them.n 

What happens to the rural society under the impact 

. of the various modernisation processes~i? ~e ''harmonic" 

nature of the society has been breaking down. Beteille ( 1974, 

p~.196) says, "In this context a harmonic social systan would 

be one in which there is consistency between the existential 

order and the normative order; inequalities .::not only exist 

in fact but are also accepted as legitimate". Indian 

society in the past possessed ''harmonic" social system where 

social.inequality ,.,as not considered as inherently unjust; 

it was rather matched by an ideology and social sanction 

(Beteille, 1974). Incongruities also existed in the , I> 

traditional rural society, but these were also legitimised 

and accepted by the people, and hence 11harmonicn. But 
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· at present changes in the traditional economy have brought 

about changes in the basic structure of the society'~ V"illagers 

now are engaged in different types of non-traditional occupa

tions. The economy of the society is directly connected with 

the wider economy of the country,, even wi1h 111e world eco

nany. Participation ol the villagers in the wider political 

sphere through Vill.age Panchayat, state Assembly and 

Parliament has ccreated "disharmon~cn and incongruent structur~s 

and relations'; 

India rs rural social system can be viewed as changes 

from "cumulative'' inequalities to "dispersed" inequalities 

(Beteille, 1969) ~ In traditional rural society "closed" 

social system existed where class and power went together w1111 

the caste hierarchy. caste society could be said as 

-Inclosed" systept because canbination of caste, class and 

power were more or less fixed. The closeness of caste 

stratification is associated with the principle of "status 

summation", say far example, if a· caste is high or low in 

economic scale, it would also be high or lo\'1 in poli t~cal, 

social and ritual scales of the s~atus system (Bailey, 1963r. 

Caste had ttorganicu character in the past, but today it is 

becoming "segmental" in nature. The "organic" linkages 

have been weakened due to changes in the wider society. 

But classes are social categories occupying specific position 

in the production system of society. These classes form 
' 

dis tinct categories only in the conceptual level and in 
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reality they do not form discrete groups, because a single 

person may belong to different groups at 1he same time (Bete

ille, 1969 )i~ Mere existence of classes on the basis of .. 
ownership and. non-ownership of means. Of production does not 

'necessarily constitute a basis for canmunal or pol tical 

action'~ But under certain historical conditions they may be 

organised into groups through political and ccmmunal actions1~' 

In agrarian society class categories may be of follol4ing types( 

landlord,' tenant, agricultural labourer, etc'; This class 

system in many cases overl~s to a considerable extent with 

the caste system and sometimes it cuts across the caste 

system in many points. Power. is difficult to define and it 

does not have any well defined boundaries, and ·it is almost 
. .,. .. 

fluid in nature in the rural society~! The distribution of 

power also creates hierarchy in the village society;· 1his 

hierarchy is also based on status pos 1 tion in respect of high 

and low"~· In traditional society distribution Of pot4er and 

econany were subsumed under caste, but both class and power 

now-a-days are more or less autonomous in character and 

independent of caste~ Now, 1he econcmic cla~s and power: 

status are seen to be existed side by side with the ritual 

status· •. 

Iflpoihes is: 

The following hypothesis would indicate the gaps in 

the existing researches on rural social stratification. 

1. oUr basic assumption is that different segments of 
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rural society which are hierarchically placed in the community 

could not have ttharmonic'' relations. Logically speaking, 

relations based on 1nequali ty of status, rank and differential 

privileges can never be ttharmonic". Hence, patron-client 

relations were relations of pO\<Jer and high and low ranking': 

2~ The system, ~herefore, was not completely "closed" 

in the traditional India, because the underprivileged, 

functionaries, tenants, labourers, etc. always protested 

against the high handedness of the rich patrons and land

owners, Cases of spatial mobility in medieval India were not 

UnCOmmon. ttCuJ.tural modernisation" was an accepted process Of 

status emulation. Tha.systen of stratification continues to 

be nclosed" and "open" more or less in the same way. Th.e 

contingent factors, h~~ever, have changed to a great extent 

resulting into mitigation of certain 'inequalities that 

existed earlier and creation of sane new ones'; 

3·. Logically deriving from the above two arguments, 

we could prcpose that inequalities donot have a unilateral 

direction of transformation, i.e., fran "cumulative" to 

"dispersed"; certain dispersed inequalities existed earlier 

but became cumulative and s erne of the earlier ct.mlula tive 

inequalities changed into new type of cumulative inequalities'•· 
bee. VI 

'Ibis point has i · ; generally" ignored. 

4'. stratification system is not changing from its norganicn 

character to "segmentary" on e. "0rgan1crt implies complete 

interdependence of different parts, which was not found 

.... 
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always in the older system~ "SegmentarY" means indep en

dance of different units which ·is not ComPletely true. If 
it was so, normally we cannot think of exploitation, corr

lJtftion and other maladies• Thus, "segmentary" and "organic" 

~haracter of society should be seen contextually more than . 

his tor ically. 

5·. stratification as a system of social ranking cannot 

be understood if we confine Dur investigation to a single 

village or a group· of ~Ulages. One must see the extensions 
one. 

of position one occupies,and power and 1nfluence11 exercises 

in an area·~ Unless this is taken into account, any study 

on this subj act remains incanpl ete~' Most of the earlier 

researches suffer from this limitation. Our effort would 

be to . take tb. is factor into account when we collect our 

field materials. 

Caste, class and power are also the main foci in 

our study like some of the studies we have reviG\-Ied above!: 

But our.approach to stratification would be different from 

them at least in the following way: 

(a) Caste, class and power would be studied independent 

of each other as parts of overall s.tr~:tification system 

in rural Assam. The changes in these aspects of stratification 

would be analysed individually and independently of each 

other~ 

b) Analysis of change in strattitication in terms 
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relationships between two or more variables wo~ld be made. 

c) OVerall system of stratification may be analysed on 

the basis of the analysis made at the above two levels. 

Our study would a~so be different from the other 
-· 

studies as '·:we p1'4>ose to study individual, family and group 

as distinct stratificational units and also family and indi

vidual as parts of group and individual ~nd family constitu

ting status groups'; Such a scheme of analysis facilitates -' 

not only a deeper understanding of mobility in caste, class 

and power ranking ·but also provides an opportunity to examine 

the role of ascrip tive- and achievanent-orien ted principles 

of status determination': 

Rural Assam provides a sui table enp irical situation 

where the above assumptions could be tested. Caste Hindus·~' 

Tribals, mixed v_illages, etc. could be taken up along \-Ji th 

a set o£ variables to examine the above hypotheses~~· Caste

based stratification. could be compared wfth non-caste (tribal) 

s tra:tifica tion and the intermediate tyPe (mixed vUlages 

having both caste Hindus and tribals) could explain processes 

of interaction between the two systems of stratification. 

The Present study 

The present study is confined to the rural Assam only. 

Assam consists of six districts of the Brahmaputra Valley, 

viz.,<;}oalpara, K~mrup, ~rrang, Sibsagar, Lakhimpur and the 

one district of the Surma Valley, 1·. e.:, cachar·~ Cachar and 

the easternhalf of Goalpara are absolutely inhabited by the 
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Bengalis and rest of the districts are inhabited by the 

Assamese'. llie population of Assam is a mixture of various 

ethnic groups of both tribals a~d non-tribals which have 

given rise to its peculiar social structure different in 

many resp acts from the other parts of India. llie process of 

ethnic mixture and its history have bee~ discussed in bri~f 

in the next chapter. Tribal as well as feudal institutions 

existed in 'the· coun ·try before the advent of the 'B·ritish. 

ille feudal-based society changed rapidly to ~ semi-feudal 
d • 

stage under the -British rule which brought about considerable 

changes in the native social structure and organisation';' 

tinder the· land revenue policies of the Hritish rule the 

raiyatwari sys tern was finnly established all C?Ver the country 

except the. districts of Cachar and -Goalpara where zamindari 

sYstem was introduced. Since ina ep endence several land 

regulations have been enac~ed. At the same time ,processes 

of modernisation and industrialisation have also been 

aff acting the p eq>l~· 

~e total population of the province~ as stated in the 

1971 census, is 7 ,072,478. Its rural population is extrenely 

high and highest among all the provinces of India, being 

6,50ll-, 108, r;e., 19.13% of the total population of the 

province and the urban population is remarkably· low being 

568,370, f~e.,8.87% of its total population~. 

ntis study is mainly based on the materials obtained 

from secondary sources. These sources include primarily 



census reports, historical studies and documents, national 

sample survey reports, and anthropoligical and sociological 

studies'~ As the information used here is enti.rely based 

on the published materials, the analysis has been handicaped 
t.M. 

partly due to its inadequacy and inaccuracy. D.le to.-'\lack 

of sufficient materials the present analysis is tentative;· 

Hm<tever, the· proposed hypotheses will be thoroughly examined 

after we collect adequate data through intensive field 

work which is part of the doctoral assignment. The present 
l· 

thesis· is a long essay on social stratification in general, 

and rural socia+ stratification in particular with special 

reference to Assam. 

** 



CRAP TER ·- II 

ASSAMESE SOCIETY : A IUSTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ---·-

Assam of the present day has passed through several 

historical and pol tical phases of which three dis tinct periods 

can broadly be identified, namely,(1) thepre-British, i.e., 

the Ahom and its earlier periods, (2) 'the British period, 

and (3)" the post-independence period. 1hese three periods 

show· marked differences in the Assamese social structure as 

well as in its ·stratification systan. The British and the 

post-independence periods with their economic development 

and process of modernisation of the society have brought 

about changes in the social structure as well as in the social 

stratification systent~· But it does not mean that the pre-

'B'ritish AssameSe sociaJ. structure was stati~ in nature, 

rather it also went through certain processes of change 

which "to7ere corzparatively slower than that of to-day. 

'lhe Pre-British Period ------- .__...__...___..._ 

Assam has its rich his tory of thousands of years'. 

In ancient time (in Mahabharata period) it was known as 

Pragjyotishpura·. In the Kalikapurana it was comnonly called as 

Kamrup. n:tough from the historical evidences it had been 

found that there was Aryan culture in the base,. it was certain 

that the Mongoloid racial elements were predominant among its 

pq;>ulation'. Fran the earliest time there occurred a series 

~-' 
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of invasions of different groups of people like Kirata, 

Dravidian, Austric, Indo-Burmese, Indo•Tai and Indo-

Tibetan to the territory, and gradual intermixture of them 

composed the present Assamese social structure·. The growth 

of this composite social structure of Assam was significantly 

contributed byjtne communities belonging to Indo-Tibetan 

group (Miris, M1.sing,. etc.), Bodos (Dimasa, Kachar1, Rabha, 

Mech, Tipra, Rajbanshi, Lalung, Sonowal, Morans, etc.), and 

Tais and the Shans (Ahom, Khcmti, Phakiyal, Aitonio and 

Ch.utiya) an.d the Vedic p ecple migrated from nor'thern India 

and ~engal (Brahmana, Kayastha, Ganaka, Kolita and Luhar, 

Hojain, Kumhar, Teli, ete·.) (Dube, 1972). 

In ancient time Hindu population in this region wv 

not so signi{icant. In the 4th century A. D. the Indo

A:r;Yan. ruler established his capital in Kamrup·. 1hen the 

Varnasrama system was established by Vaskaravarman who 

broL~ht Brahmanas from northern India. lhus significant 

changes were brought in the social structure·. From 

1228 A.D. to 1838 A.D. the Whole upper Assam was ruled by 

the Abom Kings who were the Shan Tribe of Burma~ ~e 
. fro"M.-

western Assam was ruled by the Koch Kings roughlyAabout 1581 

A.D. to 1?25 A. D. who originated from the :t-1ongoloid stock'. 

The Kacharis, who were Mongoloid, ruled the ·eastern Assam 

up to the ~ou"th bank of the Brahmaputra. !hey ruled this land 

roughly from about 1531 A.D. to 1831 A.D. Another 

Mongoloid tribe, the ()lntiyas also ruled over the upper 



Assam in roughly about 13th and 14th century A. D. These 

his tori cal phases are so ~portan t, because it could brought 

significant changes in the social structure of the natives. 

During the Ahan and the Koch regimes the_ Muhammadans 

invaded Assam as many as fourteen times, but tiley could not 

bring any ethnological and racial changes in the local 

population. 

Religious life of the people of the area formed out 

of the fusion of Hinduism, Buddhism, Tantrism and an:tmism. 

In the later period Muhammadans had insignificant ~nfluence 

on the Assamese social structure. From the Purana. it 
.. 

was known. that there were diff.erent Hindu sects like Saktaism, 

Saivaism and Vaisnavism which spreaded in Assam in much earlier 

times. 

Process of Vedic culture was introduced by some 

~rahmanas migrated from northern India at about 4th 

century A. D. Under the Brahmanical influence the local 

kings (Kachari, Koch, etc.) became Hinduised. After in

termixture with the non-Aryan people the Vedic religion 

underwent enormous changes. Xhenthrough gradual process 

of change Saivaism and Saktaism developed in the country. 

But they faced great challenge from neo-Vaisnavite movanent 

and declined considerably later on. The Va1snav1sm got 

a strong footing in 15'th century during 'the Ahom reg1me 

under the leadership of Sankardev ( 1949-1969 )~' ~e rise 

of neo-Vaisnavite movement was of great importance because 
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it tried to reform and reorganise Hinduism, and it attracted 

different tribes and communi ties within the Hindu fold 

irrespective of the differences in ca~te, communities and 

~ierarchies'~ SankardeV•s liberal form of Hinduism . 
(Vaisnaism) was easUy acceptable to the different cas:tes, 

communites and tribes of Assam, and it spreaded among 

almost all the people of the country. He made vaisnavism 
' ' 

in institutionalised form called Satra (Vaisna~ite 

monasteries) and Namghar (temple). The.heads of the 

Satra were known as Satradikar_ and Q:psain who were at 

the top of social and religious hierarchy. His Vaisriavism 

gave a great blow to the priestly class and Saktaism, 

and brought tremendous impact on the Assamese society, 

which resulted into liberal outlook, less rigidity in the 

caste system and solidarity among the differ~nt ethnic groups 

of the region. !his Satra sys tan is crucial in the social 
·' 

structure even of the pr_c:;sent Assamese society. 

No doubt, the Y!£nasrama was present in Assam in 

ancient time. The kings of Kamrup always tried to preserve 

the divisions of the society -- Brahmans, Kshatriya, Vaisya 

and Sudra. In the 7th century .A.D. this varnasrama was first 

established by the king Vaskarvarman. As the Kshatriyas 

and the Vaisyas to~ere absent in ancient Assamese social 

structure, it could' be said that the classical varnasrama 

system did not have sound foundation (D.lbe, 1972). This 

varna system gradually lost its identity and became syno

nymous with jatt_ based on birth and heredity. llius numer

ous castes had been evolved when numerous arts, cra:::its and 
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professions developed~. Tribal, racial and religious factors 

also influenced in increasing its number. But caste system 

did not have so rigidity regarding food, profession and 

marriage, a~d thl1s numerous subcastes grew up. Compared to 

north Indian states, caste l-Ias always a less rigid"system 

of social relations and the 1Brahmanas never .enjoyed their 

highest position to the same extent as they did in the north·. 

~is fact leads us to think that ext~-caste factors played 

a very inportan t role even earlier, and Assam was never an 

·ethnically homogeneous state. 1herefore, a unified consensual 

system of ranking did not e~erge in Assam, hende a study of 

social stratification is necessitated. 

In ·the 5th century A. D. large number of Brahman as 

migrated to Kamrup and they were given land by the kings 

for Uleir settlanent. 'Jhe social organisation of tile Bra

hmana which was distinguished by Gotr~ and Veda-sakha§.. 

.were basically linked wi'fh inlieritance, marriage, worship, 

sacrifice, performances of daily sandhla prayer, etc. 

They lived a holy and righteous life, and practised six fold 

duties -- yt:!j an!, laj ana_, a,dhyaz~~ adhyap~EJ, [_~- and 

Eratigraha. fuey daily performed ritual of snana (bath)'. 

Besides Vedic studies, they cultivated sciences and arts·. 

They were also related to diverse occupations as ministers, 

administrators, court poets, etc. lhe Brahmanas of Assam 

enjoyed social superiority but they were liberal in their 

outlook regarding occupations and in observances of different 

social laws. · They followed a rather flexible system which 
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was less rigid in comparison with that of the oiher parts·o£" 

India. ~ey were liberal even regarding food acceptance from 

the other lower:~ castes (Oloudhury, 1966). 

Detailed information about the non-Brahmana castes are 

not available. However, next to the Brahmana there were the 

Karana and Kayastha ll]ho \-Jere state officials·. 'lhe Kayasthas 

and the Karanas were the same and known as scribes. The 

Karanas who performed the same vocations as the Kayasthas i. .. 

were. gradually absorbed by the latter (J:>Barua; 1969). Accord

ing.to the V1snu Smriti the Kayasthas were royal officials; 

they wrote the public documents a~d their office was that of 

an accountant and scribe. They were similar to a professional 

class rather than caste (ehoudhurr, 1966). ~1oudhury (1966) 

stated, 11In As-sam they(Kayasthas) are now given a position 

next to the B;rahmana, and constitute 1he main priestly class 

of our society, unlike tho_se of other parts of India"'. Allied 

to the Karana and the Kayasfua t>~ere Lekhakas who were lm-1 
1 

caste like an oilman from whom food could not be taken by 

a Brahm ana. It v1as written elsewhere that the Ganaka and the 

Lekhaka were connected with the work of a ju?ge, and they 

were t\·dce-born. But Barua (1969) mentioned that they loJere 

officers but not members o£ a particular caste. 'lhe Vaidyas 

occupied the yery high position in sta.te and society.· In fact, 

they are abse11t in present day Assam as a caste~ 'Jhe Ojhas 

(physicians) of present d~y Assam may be the descendants of 

the Vaid~as, but it is doubtful'~ 1he Kolitas ,..,ere predominant 

caste in Assam. They were the purest Hindu people belonging 

,. 
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to Sudra from ttJhose hands higher cas.tes took wa tar, and they 

were the expert cultivators.: They t-1ere ranked next to 

the Brahmans in the same position of the Kayas.tha;~· ~ey 

.acted as priest of the Koch and held strong authority 

over them~ Martin said "that they t-Jere independent of the 

Brahmana priests (Barua, 1969). 1he Koches were next 
' ) 

to the Kolita in social hierarchy. They belonged to the 
' 

Mongoloid group of tribe and are r€g~ded as Hindu· at 

present. The Kaivartas were a mixed caste who. were 

agriculturists and fisherm.en·.' In Assam fuey have now two 

section~ -- Halova and Jalova who have become Sudra after 

adopting Hinduism. There t'lere other professional castes 

like Kumbhakara (Potter), Tantqvaya (weaver), Nauki(P.oat

man) and Dandi (tower of boat)'~ The Kumbhakaras belonged 

to Sudra and at.present in Assam they have two groups -

Kumara and Hira'; lhe Hiras t4ere a degreaded caste (an

tyaja) allied to the Kaiva;-ta·; 'Ihey left their traditional 

o,ccup ation of fishing and took up pottery. 'lhere were 

·rig:idi ty of social intercourse between the Hira and the 

Kumara"~ 'lhe Tantuvayas were Sudras. At present they do 

·not have any distinct caste, because all castes h~re per

form w saving·'. 'Ih e Haris were an tyaj a who were related 

to the Dorn. and the C.handala'~ In Assam they have taken 

up different occupations like trade, agriculture and gold 

worki~g, and have· improved their social position. In 
" 

the course of history it has ·been found that some o-r the 

non-Aryan tribe~ are included within the Hindu caste 
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fold':: "~ '." M:ost :Important among them are the Ahom}chutiya, 

Rabha, Kachari, l-iech, Koch, etc. who nave adopted Hindu 

customs and are included in 1fle Sudra grotip !~.:!. the Varna 
• 

system~~ 

In ancient Assam, the caste system also reflected 

caste-wise segregation of houses. A large g_rama (village) 

in ancient Assam included several wards called Patak~ or 

p ata and each p a taka .was occUpied by a particular caste 

members who had similar occupations and blood relation 

among_ themselves.. 1he Kings of tllat time frequently 

granted lands to the Bramanas to create separate villages 

for' their occupation·. 'lb. es e villages were known as 

!Braha~ and w~re made exclusively for the Brahmanas which 

helped to enforce their caste solidarity. lli.us _caste-wise 

residential segregation was one of the characteristics 

of the caste system of those days. Separate settlements 

for weavers and merchant (vanik) class were also reported 

by some historians;; 1hese groups had certain amount of 

autonomy and independence within their own group because fuey 

decided their own disputes and maintained peace and order~" 

In ancient time, under the feudal system kings owned 

the land of ttle country. But they sometimes granted lands 

to i:he Bra-hmanas without any tax. However, some unoccupied 

lands were also possessed by the villagers either indivi

dually or corporately. But when the right over lands was 

recognised, arable lands were held ir:tdividually and by the 

family members, blt waste land, forests, etc~. were held 
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in common, sanetimes by the whole village. Th.e major part 

of ihe cultivatable land was cultiva-ted by the agriculturi

sts .,hose right over it was -inherited, subject to the PaY

ment of dues and taxes to the I<ings • cffic~r~:£; '!he tillers 

of the soil were the owners of the ·land and the kings' 

right was normally confined to eviction for nonpayment ·of, 

taxes. In· rasp ect of public land, the kings were entitled 

to sovereignty, but their property right was only on the 

estate~ t{o such evidence is found where the kings possessed 

ultimate ownership of the soil'-. In the true ~ense, kings • 

relation with their cultivators was the duty of protection 

of their subj ec~s _and in return they received revenue from 

than; and so long as the cultivator~ paid their dues~~ the 

ownership of the land remained with them. 

During the mediaeVal period Vaisnavite movement 

'reached its peak and it was strengthened when the Ahom Kings 

embraced Hinduism. 'lhe gradual spread of Islam· in Assam 

along wit~ the Vai~navism modified the pattern of social 

stratification which was based on purely Brahmanical influen~e .. 

The Ahoms were originally Buddhists but after comming to 

Assam they enbraced Hinduism'~ ~ The administrative system 

of the Ahom, based on the functional group~ngs, created 

new pattern of hierarchy in the social systmt'. In this 

hierarchy royal families t.Jere at the top, next position 

was for the three Gohains (Prime ministers and chief-advisers 

to the king), then in the third position was the Borphu-

kans followed by others like the Borbaruas, the Borkatakies, 
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the Phukans, Baruas, Katakies, etc., and then came Hazari

kas, Saikias, Boras, etc. ~is systan of hierarchy \ias 

more effective during the .Ahom period for distribution 

of power ~ and politics'. 

The king was at the head of the administration and 
/ 

he was assisted by the other high officials'. The succ-.. 

ession"of these offices were confined to the specific 

'falltllies and the offices were inherited by the so~. lhe 

king•s sons, wives and oiher relatives were given estates 

known as !!!_els. After adopting Hinduism the Ahom kings 

began to patronise the nobles, priests and other officers 

of the court by making free gifts of land·. The lands 

granted to the terrples, and religious and charitable 

institutions were revenue-free and the owners of these 
I ' 

estates were known as Lakhirajdar~. 

There was no land tax system under 'the Ahan rule. 

With the exception of nobles, priests and high caste 

persons all population. were liable to render services 

to the state as ':; labourers. The nobility had khels 

or ~arganS!§_ under their control~ Each Khel furnished 

its quota of produc.e in kind 'through ~ ts own immediate 

superior. Under this khel the population was divided i.nto 

~~ consisting of four Paiks and they were liable to be 

called upon either as soldiers, labourers or cultivators to 

work for the king, in return for which each paik got two 

~oorahs of land free of rent. 

lhe nobles posses sed large amount of land cultivated by 
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their slaves. Slave system was prevalent during the Ahom 

regi_me·. fue slaves .were not required to ·work for the 

state, thus their position was little bet'ter than· that of 

the paiks. However, possession of slave is an indication 

of high social prestige, the slaves being only in. the 

disposition of the nobles and re~ actable p ~rsons. 1he 

feudal aristocracy used forced labour to produce surplus food 

and luxury goods for their use·. Only the crown controlled 

all the trades of the country. lherefore, there was no 

p·rosp erous class of banyas pati'onising the new culture. 

There was no native cap i talis.t in Assam; the artisan vJas 

independent and he supplEmented his incooie \>lith the pro

ducts of his .farm (Gohain, 1973). 

In the Ahem kingdom ii1ere .were some junior officers 

like Hazarikas, Saikias and Boras who constituted the r.1iddle 

class group j.n between the privileged nobles and ths l'abour

ing paiks. 1his group was denied the priv:l.leges enjoy<:7d by 

the nobles, but unlike the.paiks this group vtas exempted 

from doing compulsory state. labour. 

In the Ahem kingdom social d1stinc tions between the 

aristocracy and the common people on the one hand and between 

the higher and lower castes on the other were noticed. 

Only the nobles had the right to wear shoes, and to travel 

in a palanquin. It is rE:ported that persons of humble birth· 

who wished to wear the chadd~, were obliged to fold it over 

the left shoulder, and not ovt;r the r:lgh~, as the upper 
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class di(:f. The lovier castes v1ere forbidden to keep their 

hair long.' lh e Ahom Kings and their nobles had right to 

· built brick houses and the common people had to live in 

thatched houses cel'ected on piles (Gait, 196S). 

· In Assam Brahmana, Sudra and tribals constituted the 

hierarchical system, and the absence of Kshatriya king 

represented an interesting picture';· 1he tribal kings who 

ruled over Assam for a long t:ime controlled the pov1er and 

economy of the state, but their ritual rank was in the lO'I:iest 

position o.f the hierarchical systenf.· Bl t when they under

stood it,they accepted Hinduism and considerably raised 

their ritual rank'; 'Ihey patronised the Brahman as by grant

ing lands and gave sufficient economic support to them for 

their recognition of high ritual r~mk'. Thus, at least in 

theory, these tribal kings got social recpgni ti.on as 

Kshatriya in ritual rankr. In ·the trad1 tional social stru

cture king ana priest 1:-tere in~h~op ·position ana their roles 

were derived from the caste system based on values of the 

Hindu society'~ As a leader king•s duty was to protect the 

caste order by enforci.ng its obligation on the people and 

to protect the pries.tly class for performing religious 

duty'. Both of their offices were complementary to each 

other; the priest taught the moral norm and the king was 

obliged to enforce it~' The king and the priest acquired 

the authoritarian quality by birth which had traditional ~ 

as well as charismatic sanction!~ This feature of hierarchy 
\ 

t-7as distinct because priestly role was assigned to the 



Brahmanas and the kingly role to the Kshatriyas or rulers"~' 

ihe history of Assam since the ancient time reflects 

its complex social structure, inequalities and dynamic social 

process through the different historical phases. In 

general, it is seen that the caste system in this land 

was less rigid and one can easily find the borde~line 

bet\'leen the different castes to be indistinct and not well-. . 

defined'; :i:t is quite possible in the la~d where bulk of 

the population is constituted by the non-Hindus and the 

tribals"~ !hough in the different historical phases this 

country was ruled by the different non-Hindus and tribal 

·kings who constitu.ted the g·reat bulk of the Assam 
. 1 

population, it had been found that all of them embraced 

Hinduism under the minori~ Brahmanical group and entered 

into the fold of Hindu caste system~· IU.t~ though all of 

them have got places in the Sudra varna, their places were 

in the lo\':er rut1g of the caste hierarchy'. However' during 

those historical phases the social climate under the press

ure of di.fferent non-Hindu racial and ethnic groups was 

such that the normal rigid caste distinctions could not 

flourish and thrive in ii1;1 Probably it saems that the 

tribal dynasties which came to pouer gradually ane by one 

in this land destroyed considerably all the barriers and 

vestiges of caste~, and changed it according to their 

own standard to give harmonic shapeto: the society of the 

multi- ethnic and heterogenous populationf~, 



~e British Period -
The Britishers established their ruling power in 

Assam in 1826 after the funnese War in 1824 and gradu-

ally they occupied the whole country';~ In 1874 Assam 

was s~arated from the government of Bengal and brought 

under the direct control of chief commissions~~ Under the 

British rule Assam passed through a process of rapid change 

and development';' The Public Works Department in 1868 

and Local Board in 1880 were started for the improvenent 

of communication1
.' Roads and transport systems developed 

gradually'~ The steamer and railwaY services were started 

in 18l:t7 and 1885 resp actively'. Consequently, trade and 

commerce were established with the distant places and ex

port of indegenous produces started'. The. principal export 

goods consisted of mustard seeds, ~uga silk, potato ; etc; 

Coal and oil mines had been discovered in several. places 
' and there was remarkable expansion of the tea ind.u,stry~ 

The rapid increase of tea and other industries required 

large number of labourers which were brought from 

Bengal and other parts of India due to the scarcit,r of la

bour supply of the country'. In 1923 about 52?,000 

labourers were rscrui ted in such tea-gardens. Educated 

peOple were absorbed in Clercial, administrative and 

~- medical jobs in tea industries, but as the spread of 

education was insignificant in Ass~ most of these 

officers came from Bengal·;. Demand for rice of the large 

number of such employees improved the rice market of the 
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country, and at the same time several markets grew up and 

opened the facilities of trade and commerce. ·Thus land 

products were sold in the mar~et at a great profit';· Tea 

industry was also another factor for improvement of commu

nication and transport systems into the interior of the 

. country. Many of these migrated tea labourers settled 

down afterwards as cultivators';' In 19 23 such labourers 
I 

held 263,000 aefts ef land direct from the government 
.· ' 

and many of them becamsctenan ts of private land-holders. 
'' 

In 1921 the total number·of migrants and their descendants 
·' 

were ab~ut a mllli'on,·i•e·., one-sixth ox the total population 

of the province (Gait, 1963Y~ The changes which occu~d · 
' during this. period were due to spread of modern education, 

new administrative centres, technology, growth of complex · 

organisations--like bureaucracy, political parties, trade 

unions, rise of modern professions like legal practice, 

medical practice, engineering, etc. 

For ttie administrative puposes the British modified 

'the old institutions of the country. ~e old revenue system 

of Ahem which was based on only personal services was changed 

and in 1886 new revenue systEtn based on cash payment \-:as 

introduced. 'lhe British government confirmed the old practice 

of making the genuine Debottur (tenple land) to be revenue 

free, while bonafide Brah.rnattur {Personal grants to the 

Brahmanas for religious service) and Dharmattur (grants to 

relipious canmunities) grants were made. half revenue-paying. 

Thus L~hiraJ_ (revenue free~ and !l!sf-khir& (half-revenue

paying) estates emerged in Assam. Gradually the J3ritish 

establish edt ra iya twari sys tern all over As sam 'excm t 
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the districts of Goalpara and Chachar where zamindari systen 

was introduced. The zamindari systan divided the proprietary 

rights into two -- the right to own and the right' to occupy. 
I 

Absenteeism, a quite natural ph.enomenon, grew out of it'. 

The land transfer and $Ubletting system created a group 

of rent-receivers .. viz., tenure-holders, jotedars, etc'~ 

Under the raiyatwari system aiso a large number of non-. 
cultivating owners grfM up'. lhe subletting sys tern was also ~ 

widely prevalent in the Lakhiraj and nisf-khiraj es ta.tes, 

and even in the khiraj estates'. 

The 13'ritish appointed mouzadars or chouduris on hereditary 

basis to a particular circle of villages which ensured 

loyalty and continuity.of feu.dal influence in a different 

set-up~ Since the mouzadar or chouduri was required to be 

both a man of respect and education, skilled in accounts, 

the appoin'bnents were usually cornered by well-born and 

rtch families from high caste Hindu~ ( Gohain, 1973)~. 

Under the :British rule the ruling classes of Assam 

lost political pOl-.ter and social privileges. Due to the 

various administrative measures previous feudal structure of 

the society began to crumble·. lhe quondam nobles found 

thanselves deprived of their old sources of livelihood and 

had either to content thenselves with small appointments 

under the· British government or to sink to the level of 
also • · 

ordinary cultivators, There were other reasonsA At the 

time of the Burmese invasion most of the Ahom nobles and 

common people. left their property and fled to· Goalpara·. 

But after that very few of them could recover their old 



property and thus they lost their previous socio-economic 

status and prestige. The British granted meag:ee pens ion to 
' . 

many of them, but the rqt could not be st~p ed'~ On the other 

'ha no,(noble a·ristocracy had deteriorated due to the enanc:ip-

. tion of the slaves by the British~· !Svid Scott is reported 

to have released about 12,000· slaves in Kamrup alone (C-ait, 

1963). Gohain {1973) mentions that the middle class which . 

has emerged in Assam today is not from the ranks of the 

former nobUity. During tile British period the facUities 

. o'f modern education and 1ile new avenu.es of employment . and 

trade were cornered by caste Hindus who had served the 

formeJfi:-ulers as their clerks and bureaucrats. In . the later. 

part of the British rule rise of political elite l-las due to 

1ile expansion of modern education among the upper caste 

Hindus, As the political movenent increased the old landed 

gentry was isolated and the new political elite grew up 

from the educated middle classes and professional groups. 

Therefore, there was a structural br~k from the feudal

monarchical character of the traditional elites. These 

new elites acquired their position due to their profes.sional 

and educational achievement, but not on the basis of ascribed 

status'. '!bus the nobility lost their social privileges and 

status, and the lower strata got scope for raising their 

status. lhe British rule destroyed the feudal characteristics, 
. 1 

but not the caste system as such. But the hierarchical system 

of the society had undergone some ranarkable and intersting 

chang aS, lhis · dynamic nature of the society is more rapjd: 

in tile independent India under the impact of various 
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Governmental policies and modernisation process of the 

present day. 

The Post-ind~~e Period 

The post-independence period has brought another 

historical phase where different trends of rapid modernisa

tion and socio-cu~ tural changes have been notic~d. The 

end of feudal and colonial era in the country have brought 

tremendous changes and development in the society in diff

erent directions~ The new national governr:1ent has been 

trying to enhance several institutional changes in the 

society~ Firstly, mentionable changes which have been 

brought in the economy of the rural sector is by the 

al ter.ation and modification in the land tenure system: 

The Assam Adhiars Protection and Regulation Act, 1948 
' ' . 

has been implemented to regulate landlora - adhiar 

"(share-cropper) relation. It seeks to give limited 

secu:ri ty of tenure to the adhiars, to fix the max:irnum 

rent payable by the adhiars, to settle disputes between 

the adhiars and the landlords. The Assam State Acquisition 

of Zamindaris Act, 1951 establishes direct relation 

bett-Jeen the state and the tenants by abolishing the rights 

of the in,termediaris, and it tries to refonn the existing 

tenures of land by bringing the zamindari areas in line 

with the raiyatwari areas. The Assam Fixation of Ceiling 

on land Holdings Act, 1956 fixes the amount of land 
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holding by a person. It tries to reduce the economic 

inequalities by redistribution of land and encourages the 

establishnent of co-operative farming societies by the 

landless cultivators. The Assam State Acquisition of Lands 

Belonging to Religious or Charitable_ Institution of Public 

Nature Act, 1959 tries to acquire lands belonging to 

the religious and charitable institu'tions. It helps 

to extend relation between the state and the tenants of 

these institutions and distributes the unoccupied lands 

among the landless cultivators. These land re:f'onn regula-

tions are the major sources which have brought economic 

changes in the rural sector. Secondly, nationalism and 
' political culture of denocracy -- these two phenomena have 

brought serious challenge to_ the normative structure of 

the Indian tradition. Nationalism has created rapid 

politicization in the country. Important changes which 

are. aiso found in the power structure of the village are 

due to the abolition of privileges and economic rights 

of the zamindars and feudals'; Decentralize tion of pO\AJer 

of the country and establishnent of Panchayati Raj in 1948 
' 

have brought considerable amount of new feature's in the 

POl>ter structure· of the village. The pos_t-indep endence 

period has given birth of several political parties 

bearing different ideologies, and direct relation of these 

parties with the common people and adult franchise have 

created pol1 tical awareness among the rural mass
1 

Besides, 
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the rapid:·_ spread of modern education, commun-ication systen, 

etc. have brought considerable amount of changes in the 

social structure. 

These are the institutional factors which have been 

actively functioning in the country since independence 

and have brought tremendous impact on the social structure . . 
and s'tratifica tion system of the society'. In the following 

chapters we shall di!scuss in details about these insti

tuional factors and their impact on the As samese social 

structure, a.nd we shall also in tend to show how th'ese 

factors have moulded the stratification systan and 

what are the new features of stratification that have 

emerged out. 

** 
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CHAPTER III 

THE RURAL CASTE STRUCTURE 
' .. • .__ ""' • ...._- . F .. ._ - - ·• ...... • - . ._,.. "'" ·~ ' ~ ..,_ ,.-... 

caste is the principal basis of social stratification 

among the Hindus, It is unique in India in the sense 

that the ideas ensl\'ti"ned in the caste system are not 

found elsewhere in other systems of ranking(D.unont, 1970)'~ 

Caste as a system of soc:i.al stratifi.cation shares some 

features with other systems (Berreman, 1968; Barth, 1960). 

Inspite .of variations in the manifestations of caste in 

different regions and linguistic groups, certain common 

features are purity-pollution, commensality, endogamy, 

hereditary specialization of occupation, cultural 

dominance, and domination and power based on hereditary 

principle. Irt Assam where ecological peculiarities and 

different political histories are distinctly present, 

variations of these caste features must be observable'. 

The four-told ~arna system, in the true sertse, did not 

exist here; only the two varnas, i.e., the Brahmans and 

the Sudra existed in the past and are still existing. 

The tribal folks, in the past, did not belong to this 

varna system; but their population which constituted the 

bulk of the total population and have, nOt-1-a-days, become 

Hinduised cannot be ignored. Gradually. not only they 

embraced Hinduism but also placed themselves in the 
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Hindu hierarchical system~ On the basis of these regional 

peculiarities the total population of Assam can broadly 

·be divided .into following caste categories: (a) the Brahmana, 

(b) the Non-Brahmana -- upper caste and lO\>ler caste, (c) 

Hinduised tribal, (d) tribal and (e) the Musalman. 

!!aditional baste Hierarchy 

I 
It_ has already been mentioned earlier that the 

historical and ecological factors have_ created a different 

type of social stratification in rural Assam canpared 

to other parts of Indian society; and for this reason 

it is very difficult to draw a typical hierarchical pattern 

of the Assamese society homologus to other parts. The 

tribal people were politic ally dominant in Assam for 

hundreds of years, but gradually they lost. their political 

authority due to incongruent social and ritual statust. 

Consequently, the.y tried to sanskritize the social and 

cultural am) ects of their life. Gradually they embraced 

Hinduism arid tried to find a place in the hierarchical 

system of the Hindu society. But their place in the caste 

hierarchy is unsettled and at the same time ambiguous. 

In the following table an attempt has been made to shov1 

the hierarchical nature of the rural society in Assam. 

A. 

TABLE- I 

Hierarchical ~ystem 

1. Brahmana:· 

2. Ganaka: 

Tradi tion_gl_Qccupat}.~ 

Priesthood, Sanskrit 
Teaching. 
Priesthood. 
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castes 

B. Non-Brahmanas _. 

(a) !Jl>per ~stes 

3. Ka.yastha 

4. Kolita 

(b) !:_~r Caste§_ 

5. Keot 

6. Salai 

7. Koch, Rajbansh~ 

8. · Kumar, Hira 

9. .sunri 

10. Kaibarta 

11. Katani or Jugi 

12. Chandal 

13. Dom 

c. Hinduised Tribals ---
14. Ahom 

15. Chu tiya 

D. !r!bals 

E. 

16. Kachari, Rabha 

17. Mikir 

18. Miri 

19 ~ Mach 

Nusalman 

Traditional Occup ~ tions 

Scribe, Officer. 

Agriculture, Scribe 

Agriculture 

Agriculture 

Agriculture 

Potter 

Trad~J Agriculture, 
Distuler. 

Agriculture, Fishtng 

Spinning ~~ thread , 

Agriculture, Boating 

Fishing, Agriculture 

Agriculture 

Agriculture 

Agriculture 

Agriculture 

Agriculture 

Agriculture 

Agriculture 

In addition to the numerically prEtlond,fant caste 
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groups reprf·sent-·eo in Table-1, there are some minor caste 

groups found all over the state of Assam. Hov1ever, we 

do not wish. to msnti.on about them here. 

The ranking of the caste groups (see table-1) including 

the Rinduised tribals is based on the notion of purity 

and pollution'. Analytic ally sp eakin·g, sacred ~r ritual -

status may be distinguished from secular rank. The former 

is basically a scrip ti v e and ritualistic, Hhereas the latter 

is more indivi.dualistic in orientation, and therefore, 

expressed through criteria of Health and po\ver. First, 

we intend to discuss the ritual rank and its varj_ed 

manifestations and activities \vith reference to our study 

of rural Assam. 

The rural Assamese society cou.lc be divided into 

five broad divisions, namely, (a) the Brahmana, {b) ·the 

Non-Brahmana, {c) Hinduised Tribals, (d) the tribals and 

(e) the ~1usalman. Each of these broad eli vision can be 

further divided into subdivisions and also into sub

subdivisions which are also arranged in hierarchical 

order. 1his segmentation is necessary as it has social 
" 

signific CJnce in different social situations. lliese divi.

sions, subdivisions and sub-subdivisions not only explain 

the complexity and elaborateness of the system, but also 

status-convergences and status-conflicts bet\veen different 

groups as a result of commensality of status attributes 

and consensus on the one hand and divergences and conflicting 

claims on the other. 
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The Brahmanas 

The Brahmanas of Assam are divided into different 

groups. The it'ldigenous Brahmat'las are said to be divided 

into two subcastes viz., the Baidik and the Saptasati. 

The Baidik Brahmat'las are the descendants of those 

Brahmanas who refused to acc~o t the refonns of Raja 

Ballal Sen of :l:Jengal and fled· to Assam to settle there'. 

The Saptasati 13rahrnanas traced their ~separation from the 

original Brahmanas at that time. This classification 

is similar to that of the D:livik and Laukik Brahman as 

referred by Srinivas and others (Srinivas, 1966r~ 

The Brahmanas in Assam are also divided as the 

Vaisnavite and the Tantrik~ The Brahmanas of upper 

Assam are Vaisnavi tes and they are the d ascendants of the 

Kanauja Brahmanas toJho migrated in Assam in ancient tinte. 

In lower Assam, the Tantrik Brahmanas are predominant and . 
their fore.fa th.ers \-Jere brought by the Ahom Kings from 

the Nadiya district of Bengal during the 17th century~ 

The Tantrik Brahmanas parmi t themselves to eat meat and 

drink liquer, but the Vaisnavite Bran~anas are generally 

teetotallers. These distinctions among. the Brahmanas 

of Assam centre around their being versatile in literary 

works and ability to keep "ritualn Purity by avoiding 

certain practices t-Jhich are not considered upure". 

There is also a dis tinction bet,1een the Srotriya 
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and the Barna Brahmanas, and this distinction arose due 

to their differential involvement into different types 

of priestly occupations. The Srottiya Brahmanas are 

regarded as a better class or group of the Brahmanas 

because their priestly activities are available for the 

upper non-Brahmal)a castes and the five castes Of the nine 

Nava-Sakha groups·. The rest of the castes \>Iho are rated 

as comparatively lower are served by the Barna Brahmanas 

who have degraded thanselves by deciding to serve these 

lOl<~er castes. The commensal and connubial relations bet

ween these two groUps are prohibited. Even the different 

s actions of the Barna Brahman as do not have such relations'. 

It is in ccmmon practice that the priest of the Kaibarta 

does not marry the daughter of Kumara•s Brahmana·. This 

shotvs that hypergamy among these subdivisi6ns of the 

Brahmanas is quite a practice as it is found among other 

upper se~tions of the Hindu society in other parts of 

India. 

There is another group at the Brahmanas named as 

Ganaka, who occupy the lowest rank among the Brahmana 

groups. They are said to be of inferior origin tan the 

mother•s side. It is also said that they have degraded 

themselves by accepting alms from the lower castes. 

Their main profession is astrology. Their claim is that 

they are descendants of the original Brahmanas of Assam, 

but they have dm·mgraded themselves by presiding as priests 
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over the ceremonies organised by lower castes. 

1hough the Ganakas are Brahmanas, they are· distinctly 

different from the original Brahman as in respect of 

commensal and conjugal relations. Their caste position 
time· 

·is a~biguous and at the sameAuncertain. In Assam they 

enjoy much more honour and prestig~ than in Bengar~ 

One of the Brahmana Gosains, of one of the great 2atras 

of Assam, has proved in his writings, ·that Ganakas are 

brothers of the original Brahmanas'.· 

Though the differences exist among the different 

segments of the Brahman as, it is difficult to rep resent 

then in hierarchical order. But tbe case of the Barna 

and the Ganaka Brahmanas, who are degraded, is different, 

and· they can be placed in a relatively low position ·in 

the hierarchical order of different segments of the Bra

hmanas·. However, alfuough the differences exist among 

the diferent segments of the Brahmanas, they altogefuer 

constitute an undifferentiated unit. With an exception . 
·of two groups, namely, the Barna and the Ganaka Brahmanas, 

who are quite distinct from the rest of the Brahmana 

groups, no other groups can be identified very distinctly 

interms of their styles of life and operation. However, 

these groups, fue -Barnas and the Ganakas, occupy the 

loto~est position due to their low· ritual status, lack 

of knowl~dg~ about vedic texts and service to the lower 

caste groups. The Brahmanas as a whole, including 
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these tvJO groups, are quite distinct and different from 

the non-Brahmana caste group.s. 

'llle Uon.;.Brahmanas 

' 

The Non-Br ahmanas in Assam comprising a large number 

of caste groups are more heterogenous than the Brahmana·s. 

In the present discussion attention will be given only 

to the major castes and sure astes of the non-Brahmana 

group. Though these different segments and subsegments 

exibi t different styles of life, ·some of their features 

represent a common style of life 14hich is shared by most 

of them. According to the Varna system next to tl-:le Bra-

hmanas come Kshatriyas and Vaisyas respectively, but they 

are totally absent in As·sam. Therefore, it is not unre

asonable on the part of the Brahmanas to think the l~Jon

Brahmana group as Sudra, and thus they altogether form 

a single homogeneous group as p ere ei.ved by the Brahman as 

generally. 

The Non-Brahmana grotJ.p can be divided into t\vO 

broad groups VJho have distinct styles of life based 

mainly on tt:-eir occupations. These are: (a) upper caste 

group and (b) the im·1e;r caste group, The upper caste 

Non-Brahmana consists of the Kayasthas and the Kolitas. 

In ~ssam the Kayasthas are numerically very insignificant; 

they are scribes and state officials. The Kayasthas enjoy 

high social honour and prestige, and are ranked next to 

the Brahmanas. There are differentyie1·Js about the origin 
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o:t the Kayasthas'~ According to some sources they were 

Sudras_. But today they 'ally themsel vas with the Nagar

Brahmanas, w~o constitute. the priestly group in Assamesa 

rural society (Choudhury, 1966, p .314). 

Next to the Kayasthas come the .Kolitas who are the 

numerically largest group compared to any other caste. 

Their social rank is ambiguous. They occupy the position . 
equivalent to that of the Kayasthas in caste hierarchy';· 

The Kolitas claim themselves as the descendants of the 

Kshatriya ancestors'~ .Another view is that the Kolitas 

are Kayasthas who have lost casta by putting their hands 

to the plough. It has also been stated that during the 

Koch and the Ahom rules they were the religious instructors 

of the Kings and they were gradually displaced by the 

Brahmanas from their positions. The Koli tas are the 

remnants of the earliest Aryan colonists bf Assam. In 

ancient Kamr~p they were the important section of the 

population., Though they are mainly agriculturists, 

many of them are traders and officers, and now they are 

considered as the people who occupy the highest position 

in ritual hierarchy. In Assam valley, they enjoy high 

social prestige and honour like the Kayasthas and following 

the Kayasthas they have also adopted sacred thread by 

which they consider themselves as eligible for marrying 

the Kayasthas. 
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__ The Kayasthas and the Kolitas possess similar 

customs and styles of life. Though, in theory, they 

practise endogamy, marriage takes place bet\veen the two· 

groups, and the canmensal relations are also not prOO.i

bited. 'lllus, the upper-caste group; of the non-Brahmanas 

constitutes distinctly a homogeneous_segment different 

from the lower caste group of the Non-Brabmana on the' 

one hand, and the Brahmanas and the other segments of the 

Assamese society, on the other·. 

The cultivators, artisans and servicing castes 

comprise an economically poor and socially lower status 

group in the non-Brahmana category~ This group is 

characterised by the heterogeneity o£ its cultural, 

occupational and social back::Jsrounds". Though each and 

every caste belonging to this group possesses distinct 

culture and style ot life, there are certain common 

elements which constitute more or l.ess undifferentiated 

style of life representing the lower caste group distin

ctly different from the Upper-caste Non-Brahmanas on the 

onE? hand and i;;he Brahmanas on 'bhe other. 

llie Keots occupy the top rank and the Doms are 

ranked at the bottan in the above group-. 1be other castes 

whicH are placed in the intermediate position are the 

Salai,, the Koch, the Kumar, the Katani or tile jugi, the 
\ 

Sunri, the Kaibarta and the Chandal rasp actively from 

high' to low in the hierarchical order. 
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The Keats, a large agricur·tural community of Assam, 

are regarded as one of the respectable Sudra castes. There 

are different vievJ s prevalent about their origin and 

spread·. However, they are s,aid to be related to the 

Kaibar tas. 

subcastes; 

The Keots are divided into a. number of 

the Hal1va Keots are agriculturists and the 
~ . 

Jaliya Keots are fishermen; and the former are superior 

to the latter. The Hallva Keots_, by eating Hi th the 

jaliyas, may degrade themselves to their l~vel, but the 

Jaliyas cannot ri~e to the level .of the HalHas by giving up 

their calling even. In Kamrup, there are Hali at1d Teli Keots. 

Besides,. there are Kumar Keots, thoba Keots, etc. All the 

art~sans belonging to this caste are included in the general 

form Saru Keats (small or low Keots) and other subcastes are 

·called Uttori Keots 1-1ho have adopted agriculture and sacred 

thread. Restriction about marital and commensal relations 

are strictly follovJed by all the subcastes, but in upper 

Ass am ail Keo ts are regarded as equal due to the absence of 

such divisions. It is perhaps due to the lack of caste 

mobility and fission among the Keots of upper Assam, therefore, 

divisions within the caste could not develop. 

Next to the Keats come the Salais Hho are agriculturists. 

They have tvm subcastes, viz., Patua and Eongali; the latter 

occupy the lovJer caste rank and has migrated from Bengal. 

The Patuas are Heavers and breeders of sillnJorm. 'Ihe Salais 

marry girls from the Keots, but the Keots do not marry Salai 
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girls. This explains hypogamy among these groups, hence 

·a symmetry of rank and status·. 

The agriculturist Koches had been Hinduised at a very 

early time. They are regarded as a branch of the Bodo tribe 

who have Hindu Gosains and priests, and are ranked next tp 

the Salais. The Koch as are subdivided in to Kam tali or Bar 

Koch, Sarania Koch and Heremia or saru Koch. The Kamtalis 

are regarded as teetotaller Hindus and they abstain from >-

taking pork, fowl and liquor, while the other sub-caste 

accepts all these foods. A Kamtali dOt3S not marry a daugh·ter 

of saru Koch, but gives his daughter to the Saru Koch·. In 

this case, the girl is degraded to her husband •s rank. ibis 

system is opposite to that of hYPergamy, and is called as 

hypogamy. !here are. also other functional c~s te groups without 

reflecting any noticeable distinctions such as Mahang, 

Garami Koch, Kumar, Kamar and Dlliya Koch, These groups 

do not exhibit any dis tinction of social status regarding 

food and marriage'~ 1b.e Praj ap ati casta of north India can 

be equated with some of these functional caste groups of 

Assam having more or less similar status and' rank~. 

A large number of the Koches of Goalpara call themselves 

as Rajbansi or clansmen of the Raja of Koch Bihar. But 

they adopted this name in the process of conversion to 
\ 

Hinduism:~ 

The Kumars are a caste of the Nava-Sakha group who enjoy 

much higher prestige and are ranked equal to that of the 

,.l. 
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Potter Kolitas. Ac.tually, the Hiras, who· are also potters, 

are placed much belov.J in the hierarchy than ~he Kumars-. 

The Hires are potters and they are kno\m as a subcaste 

of the Chanaals. They differ from the potters serving· the 
I 

higher castes. One of the reasons responsible for their 

lo,.,er status is that their women engage themselves in their 

work. Secondly, fuey do not make use of the wheel in manu-
> 

facturing the earthen vessels. Commensal and marital relationr: 

between the Hira and the Chandal potters are strictly 

p !oh ibi ted. 

The traditional occupation of the Shahas or sunris was 

dis tilling liquor which was regarded as impure. Thus they 

were placed much below in the caste hierarchy'. A few years 

ago they lef't this occupation and began to call themselves 

as Shaha~ Their improved economic condition emulated 

their place in social hierarchy. They have made efforts 

to raise their social status by claiming themselves as 

the Sudra or Das caste group'. This is a case of sanskri ti-
4..• za v~on. 

The Kaibartas have two subcastes, namely, Halwa Das 

and Jaliya. The Halwa Ka ibartas are mainly engaged in 

agriculture and occupy much higher position than the j aliya 

Ka ibartas who still cling to their traditional calling of 

catching fish. The Halwas are allol>Jed to smoke 

in the same hookah vti th members of the Nava-Sakha ancl 
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their water is acceo table by other castes except the Brahman as. 
' . 

But tile same privilege is not given to the JaliYa Kaibartas. 

The social rank of the Kaibartas and the ·sunris is a matter 

of indetermination or ?mbiguity and it is difficult to 

place them in hierarchical order in respect of superiority 

and inferiority, end both the groups claim superiority to 

each other. 

Actual social position of the Katanis or the Jugis 

is some,.mat ambiguous and even their claim to be Hindus 

is questionable"; The genuine parsons of this caste eat 

all sorts of meats and do not have an~' Gosain. However, 
' 

a good number of them have taken to agriculture and look 

dorm upon their caste members who still practise traditional 

occupation of sp.inning. They are divided into five 

subcastes, viz., the Sapmelas (snake charmers), the Palupbhas 

(rearers of silkworm), the Dlliyas (Palki bearers), the 

Katanis (weavers of silk) and the Thiy~otas (who burry their 

dead in standing position). Among these subcastes only the 
. . 

Katanis are completely Hinduised. As they are regarded very 

lower category of Sudra, commensal and marital relations 

with other castes are ruled out. . It seems that the Ka tan is 

are akin to the non-Hindu Jugis. As they are Hinduised 

they are easily distinguished from the latter and enjoy 

superior status~. Assuming their origin from a Brahmana 

widow the Jugis have adopted sacred thread and refuse to 

take food and water from any other castes, except the- sro

triya Brahman.as, and fuey have their own priest. Thus the 
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hierarchical distance of the Katanis or J"ugis from the 

other castes is great. · 

'lhe Chanaals are called Charals in the Brahmaputra 

valley and th tzy try to hide their caste name by calling 

themselves as Namasudras' •.. Tile Chandals are one of the most 

degraded castes and the Brahmana pr:i..ests who serve then 

are also degraded from their original social rank'~· ~eir 

occupation is boating and cul ti vat"ion·~ 1h e Napi ts ~barber) ~. 

who are menbers of the Nava-Sakha group ·refuse to shave them'~ 

The lowest position·in the Sudra group is that of the 

Doms who are traditionally fishermen. In Assam, though 

they are inferior in tenns of caste position, they are not 

regarded, as in upper India, with contempt and aversion. 

In ·Assam they do not even indulge in any kind of menial 

a~d disagreeable activities; rather they observe a high 

level of ceremonial purity. In upper Assam the entire 

caste forms a distinct homogeneous group, but in Kamrup 

they are divided into two subcastes, viz., the Halwa Dom 

and the J"alwa nom·; Tile Hal was are agriculturists and superior 

to the J"alwas whose calling is ·fishing. 

'lh e Hinduised Tribals ___ ............... --... 
The Ahoms and the Chutiyas constitute a distinct 

segment in the Assamese society. Their place in the social 

·hierarchy is very conplex and ambiguous. They were 

corrpletely Hinduised at an early period and after adopting 

~indu language and customs they completely merged with the 
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natives. In the present Assamese social structure ihey are 

regarded as two distinct castes. But still their position 

,d thin the Sudra group is unsettl,ed. However,· now-a-days· 

people of their progressive section, who have sanskri tized 

traditional custo~s, are ranked next to the Kayasthas and 

the Koli tas ~ But in Sibs~ gar the Chaodanges, a class of the 

Ahom, still practise their old customs. '.they do not have 

any exogamous or endogamous division, but they have some 
' 

other divisions, some of which formerly denoted rank and 

formed a hereditary aristocracy, wh:Ue others were purely 

functional·. 'Jhese divisions are .the ehamua or gentry, the 
/ 

Kheluyas or functional section, Meldaggias or section ~ 

assigned to the various people who were servants of the 

royal family'. But today the distinctive features and 

'occupations of these divisions are raPidly disaPpearing•. 

The Chutiyas; a Bodo tribe, were Hinduised more or 

less at. the same time with the Ahoms and their Kingdom 

confined to the extre:ne north-west of the s tate~l ltben the 

Ahan defeated than and established their rule in Assam, 

the Chu tiyas had sea ttered in different districts and 

after embracing Hinduism th~ mixed with the Assamese society • . 
v 

They are divided into four groups, viz., Hindu, Ahom, Borahi 

and Deori. The first two groups are completely Hinduised 

and superior to the latter two groups'; 1he Hindu Chutiya s 

and the Ahom Chutiyas are equal in rank and status and 
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eat together. But the Hindu ehutiyas seem to be su~or . 
as they are the earliest converted group, while the Ahom 

ehu tiyas embraced Hindufsn only during ihe Ahom ·rule. The 

Borahi and the Deori <!hutiyas arer so inferior to the Hindu 
- .· . ; -

and the Ahom Chutiyas· ihat the marital and commensal relations 

among them are stric'tly prohibited. The Deori Chutiyas 

belong to the priestly· group -v1ho wor"ship the Hindu Goddesses 

D.lrga and Kali, but they do not have any Hindu priest a~d 

also do not observe any other Hindu rituals. tal ton ( 196"o~;-
. have. 

p-77) descripes them as a low Hindu caste in Assam, whoAado-

pted a caste name called Hindu Chutiya to show that they· 

'.-:a.re no longer M.lechchas·~· 

There is a lack of consensus about the position of 

the Ahoms and the Chu tiyast~ Both the groups claim ihanselves 

to be superior to each other. Though they practise endo

gamy, marital relations do occur today; and they are liberal 

in respect of commensality·. It seems that they occupy the 

same position as they intermarry and donot observe commensal 

restrictions.· Thus the structural distance between these 

two groups is not noticeable; this hanogeneity of rank 

-makes than different fran other tribal groups of Assam:. 

They are much nearer to the Hindu caste groups and 1tlough 

they are Hinduised, still Uley practise many of their old 

tribal custans and beliefs. 1hus thEt'f fonn a discrete 

unit in the Assamese caste system. At present the principal 

occupation of these two groups is either cultivation or 

.. 
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service vJhich has raised them very nearer to the social rank 

of the Kayasthas_and the Kolitas. The social organi.sation 

of rural Assam is differ'ent from that of north-India·, and 

the criteria and attributes of social ranking are also Qiff er ent 

from that of l'Jorthel'n India. This is one of the crurical 

reasons for us to undertake this study of the patterns 

of social stratification in this un·explored region. 

The Tribals 

The next broader segment o.f the Assamese society which 

lios at the· bottom of the hierarchy is the tribals. Here 

ot:!ly the Kacharis, Rabhas, ~1ikirs, Miris and Meches have 

been considered for discussion. Though these tribals 

accpeted Hinduism much earlier, still the process of 

Hinduisatj_on is going on. These people are accepted as an 

indep10~ndent group and have their distinc-tive styles of life, 

but they do not find a distinctive hierarchical rank in the 

. l . .I-. 
soc~a organ1sa~~on. The _uniformity of styles of their 

life separates them from the Hindu c
0
aste groups on the 

one hand and the Hinduised tribals on the other. 
"' . The Kacharis, a Hongoloid tribe, once ruled the Cachar 

Kingdom. At present they are under the process of Hinduisa

tion through em'Jlation of Hindu customs and beliefs. They 

have two endogamous sub-groups: the SonovJ als (goldsmith) 

and the Thengal (silvE?rsmi.th). 'Ihough the former groups is 

Vaisnavite, they do not have any Brahmana priest and take 

forbidden foods, \.Jhereas the othe7'roup is more Hinduised 
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and superior to the Sonowals'.;· In lower Assam subgroups 

1 ike Cha:t.::;duaria; Ramsha and Hoj ai are found among whom 

inter-group marital relations do not exist~ The Kacharis, 

known as Mahalias, consider thanselves superior to the 

original Kacharis. 1he }.1ahalias do. not eat with the 

Kacharis, but in certain cases intermarriage is permitted 

after certain pu.rifica tion ceremonies. 

The Rabhas, \~Tho are more Hinduised, are ranked higher 

than the Kacharis'~ They have s~erated themselves from the 

Kacharis to becane Hindu and they marry the Kachari girls, 

but the latter cannot get Rabha«"s'girls as wife. The Rabhas 

have also following sub-groups: -Pati, Rangdan ia, Mai tori a, 

Dahuria and Shonga Rabha~l The first three groups are higher 
-

than the last two groups in terms of hypergamy and· canmensa-

lity~ 

Another sani-Hinduised tribal group is that of the 

Mikirs \o1ho are skilled cultivators, and are divided into 

four sub-groups, viz., Chin tong, Ronghang, Amri and lllmarli". 

The first two groups are superior to the last two groups. 

Though among these sub-groups intermatriage can take place 

in theory, in practice it seldom happens. These sub-groups 

are again divided into several exogamous groupst~ 

Another Mongoloid tribal group, which is also gradually 

merging with the Hindus,' is the Miris, who are basically 

cultivators. They are divided into 'tl-10 endogamous groups: 

Barahgam and Dohga:n'~ The Barahgam Miris call thanselves 



as Rajbansh1. They ~orship Sankara and Parameswara, and 

folloH Hindu custcms to some extent and have given up eating 

of buffalo meat. Therefore, they feel superior to the 

Doh gam Miris. 

The .Meches, who belong to the Bodo group of Mongolian 

tribe, are closely allied to the Kacharis and it is d~>Ubtful 

tvhether they are realy a dis tinct tribe or not; but they 

d~ecline to take food fran the Kacharis and the Rabhas. 

Previously the Meches were divided into s·everal sub-divisions• 

and two of them \·Jere wax SWargiariya (the heaven born) 

and Bangoariya {those who speak in pubiic ass E!Ilbly) • 
• 

The Slvargiariyas \-Iere the people who claU11ed superiority 

to-:;'-~·.' the canmon p eopie. But these sub-divisions are now 

·of no use as no endogamy is practised·~ They are now cultivators 

and call themselves as Hindus of the Siva sect, and they 

are 'vorship ers of the Siva'. , 

!:iUs alma tl::S -The l1usalmans also cons ti tu te a part of social strati

fication systan in rural Assam and are placed at the bottom 

of the ritual hierarchy'. But they have their rno~n hierarchical 

systan which is more or less similar to that of the Hindus. 

Ho\;~ever, we do not intend to discuss '!hem in detail. 

II 

Now we·shall see how the larger segnents of the ··t.:.<: . 

rural society, viz., the Brahmana, the Non-Brahmana, the 
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Hinduised Tribals, the Tribal~ and the Musalman constitute 

the total hierarchical structu're of this society. So far, 

in the last few paragraPhS all the internal sub-divisions 

·and sub-subdivisions of these five larger segments of 

the society have been discussed with a view to showing the 

differences among them and their hierarchical structure·~ 

The larger segn en ts of the society are as follows: 

Table - .2.. 

Hierarcll!£al Order Of The Larger Segment~ 

A Br~mana 

B·. Non-Brahmana 

·1. Upper castes 

2. Lower castes 

c. Hind uis ed Tribals 

D.. Tribals 

E. Mus alman 

In general, ethnic and physical differences are the 

primary criteria of ;ranking ~f these different groups'~'fue 

Brahman as and the Non-Brahman upper-castes have fair skin, 

sharp nose and are moderately taller than other casta groups. 

It is said that they are discendants o:r the earlier Aryan 

settlers, and the upper caste people are ~rouo of 1t~· 

It \-Jas historically proved that the Brahmanas of Assa.'!l were 

descendants of the Brahmanas of north lndia and Bengal who 

migrated at an earlier period with their Aryan blood. ~is 

is also about the Non-Brahmana upper-castes like the 
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Kolitas who are supposed to be the earliest Aryan _colonists 

of Assam. 1he 1~on-Brahmana lower-caste people are of m:ix ed 

origin of the Hongoloid and Dravidian stocks. 1heir black 

or dark-brown skin colour stands in contrast with the 

Brahmans, the Non-Brahmana upp er~cas tes and the other lower 

segments·. 'Jhe Ahoms, the Chutiyas and ofuer tribals, in 

sharp contrast, stand far away from the Brahmanas and the 
)._ 

Non-Brahmana upper-caste groups· in respec·i::; of the morphological 

.appearance. These tribal groups originated from the Mongo-

Md stock of people who migra'ted into this territory at an 

·.earlier period. 'lheir Mongolian facial appearance and light

brovm skin colour indicate their tribal origin and they are 

eas:Uy distinguishable from the other upper· caste people1
• 

These distinctive morphological appearances of the different 

people of different strata: have sane social values which 

indicate their origin and ho11ourable or non-honourable p os i

tions in the social hierarchy, a ncl eaoh group is well cons

cious about its app eararnce. In case of the Non-.Brahmana 

lower-castes this morphological feature does not have so 

much social value; it is, perhaps, due to their heterogenous 

cultural and efunic characteristics. 

Generally speaking, the Ass ames e cul 'blre is viewed 

as homogeneous, but there are distinctive sub-cultures 

of the various caste groups which possess differential 

styles of life of their own. lliese differential styles of 

life are indicated through their hereditary specialisations 
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of occupations';' These differential occupational patte:r;ns 

have great social values in various spheres of their socio

cultural life. 

In the pre-British Assamese society the Brahmanas 

engaged themselves in the study of Sanskrit language·. 

'I'h ey were the specialists in Sanskrit li tara ture and writings, 

and they monopolised priestly occupations·. 1he Kamrup 

Kings attracted them from other parts of India by extending ;_ 

hospitality and sane privileges. Traditionally the Non:.. 

Brahmana upper-castes, namely, the Kayasthas and the Kolitas 

were not in the privileged position to take part in learning 

Sanskrit 'language and literature. 'Ihey involved thansel\7es 

in learning Assamese language and literature and perfonning 

jobs of scribes. But the non-Brahmana lower-castes and the 

tribals were deprived of such learning and thus. they renain

ed as a mass of illi tara te people~-;· lb. us non-manu.al ·:works 

like Sanskrit learning which is related to the religious 

and priestly professions and the jobs of scribes of the 

literate upper-caste people bear hi'gh social values and 

prestige; whereas ih e 1111 terata lower-caste people 

involve thanselves only in the manual activities which 

have very low status and prestige'. 'Iherefore, the educa

tional hierarchy went with the caste hierarchy which 

clearly coincided with the occupational specialisation 

of the groups. But the British administration and the 
' 

process of modernisation in the independent India have 
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changed the fsituation remarkably'~ Sanskrit learning is 

I 

no more in vogue. The non-Brahmana lower-castes and the 
I 

tribals are I enjoying equal facilites for education. But, 
! 

st:Ul .education among the people of lower-strata is 
; 

ins ign ific ant'~ The Brahmanas and the Non-Brahmana upper-· 
I 

caste p eopl~ ,due to their priv Ueged 

' sufficientl~ ~ducated, though today 
J 

a't least apparently. 
I . 

social position, a'N

the situation differs 

The economy of the Assamese society is principallY 

based on ag~iculture. The agrarian groups which are found 

throughout j.As~am a;e the landowner, cultivating_ tenants 

and agricu]tural labourers·~ It can be said that the 
. I 

Brahmanas and :the Non-Brahman a uup er-castes are the land-
1 . -

ovJners; the Non-Brahmana lower-castes belong to the categor~ 
' . J . 

of cultivating owner and tenant cultivator, and the tribal 
J . 

groups are agricultural labourers, Of course, there are 

exc~tions to it. Neither all the Brahmanas and the Non

Brahmana upper-castes are landowners nor all the Non-Brah

mana lower-castes are tenants nor all the tribals are 

agricultural labourers. Some Brahmanas may not have suffi

cient land for which they have to live on only priestly 

profession or some other seruices. Likewise, some Kayasthas 
~ . 

and Kolitas principally depend on the official services·.

.But historical evidences proved ti:lat the_ Brahmanas were 

basically landowners who were given land gifts by the 

Kamrup k~ngs and the "Kolitas were the earliest people ot 

Kamrup who o~l1~ed.WU1ch.land for their livelihood (Chou;t~ri, 
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1966). In course of ti.'Tle, during the British period 

many~ of them had been appointed as zamindars and raiyat

holders. on the' other h ana; all the Non-Brahman a lower

. castes are not tenants, because sane of than are owner-

cultivators or live on their traditional occupations, 

and same is true also about the tribals some of whom do 

not engage themselves as agricultural labourers. Most 

Of the tribals live on the economy of Jhum cultivation 

(slush and burn ·method) fran which they cannot afford 

.their subsistence and for which they have to seek job 

as agricultural labourers. However, these broad agrarian 

groups are eas-ily visible in the Assamese society and each 

of these groups poss:esses distinct s.tyle of life of its 

own. 

Hany other differences are found among the Brahmanas, 

Non..;.Brahmanas and the tribals which represent their 

dis tinct styles of life. These differences are generally 

fout1d in· the observance ot ritual acti-gi ties and purity

pollu tion. Ritual activities reflect the styles of life 

of the different groups and even of the sub-groups and 

sub-subgroups. There are alt-1ays tendencies among the 

lower~· groups to adopt the ritual aspects of the upper 

groups by which they can raise their individual caste 

status. In this respect, no group leaves its own tradi

tional rituals unless it gets considerably higher ritual 
I 

status through adoption of. the other. 1hus, there is a 

continuous flow of upward mobility among the lower caste. 
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groups to a-chieve higher caste status. 

The Brahmanas are regarded as purest among all the 

castes; their highest ritual status is reflected through 

the commensal restrictions and the daily ritual actiyi.ties. 

In Assam, though remarkable changes have taken place in 

these aspects, the older gen eratiqn of the Brahmanas 

strictly observe the commensal and ritual rules. The 

Brahman as perform ni tya snan~ (purification of body), 

&sl.~ri mantras twice a day before taking meals and 

~f!Qdhyarati. Obs ervahce of daily ritual activities indicate 

their particular style of life which differs from the styles 
. ' 

of life of the other caste groups like the Non-Brahmanas 

and the tribals. Thus, the lower caste groups, who do not 
/' 

• 
follow "these rul~s, ~re regarded as low on the basis of 

relatively less pure posit~on. In respect of. food the 

· Brahmanas of Assam are not so conservative compared to tf:le 

Brahmanas of o1her parts of India. The Vaisna-yite group 

of Brahmanas· are non-vegetarian, so also the Saivaite group 

of Brahmanas, The Brahmanas and the non-Brahmanas take both 

fish and mutton but not fowl and ether meats. But the tribals 

take all types of fishes and meats. These differences in 

the observance of da'lly ri tua1 · activities and of the food 

acceptance have high social and ritual significance. All 

these castes, whUe invited in the social ceremonies, do 

not in terd in e. 
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£hanges in the caste structu~ 

I 
Cases of Sanskritization: 

1he process of. sanskri tization is the normal way of 

status elevation". It represents changes' in styles of life 

of the lower castes. The claims made by the sanskritizing 

groups should be accepted bY the higher (dominant) castes. 

The acceptability by the higher eas tes inc rea sed more with 

the increase in wealth and economic prosperity. Conflicting 

claims for the same status are quite common, more particularly 

due to _this process. 

The Ganakas are originally Brahman as, but having served 

the lower castes they have degraded themselves. In Assam they 

are not regarded as true Br~manas by the Brahmanas as well 

as by the other castes. But they clajm social statu~ equal 

to that of the Brahmanas. 1hese tYPes of conflicting status 

cla:ims are quite frequent in Assam. 

Thus the Halwa Dases have separated fuanselves from the 

Kaibartas, ~,nd by adopting more respectable occupations and 

by purchasing brj.des from among tl1e Kayasthas (a higher caste) 

they have claimed themselves as Kayas thas'. fu t they have 

attained a position almost equal to that of the Nava-sakha 

groupi~' In the same \vay, the Sunr:i.s have succeeded in raising 

themselves to a position of Kayasthas. 

The Rajbansis, who are originally a Koch tribe, are no 
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~ore than a sect:ton of the Hinduised Koch. /A s action of the 

Koches, who have adopted Hinduism, have successfully separate 

th ans elves from the original group and raised considerably 

their status in the social hierarchy. 

The Sunris, the traditionl distillers, after reject

ing their occupation have raised their status considerably 

in the Sudra rank. They are noH traders and a,gricul tu;ri

s ts. The Cb.andals or the Charals are of the lo,vest 

and degraded castes who always try to hide their caste 

name by calling themselves Namasudras. Risley mentions 

than as an aboriginal tribe~ But in Assam 1h ey are 

considerably higher in rank in comparison to the ~hanaal.s 

of Bengal"~ They are now agriculturists. 

Tile Jugis are· known for eating all sorts of meats. 

They live ·without Brahmana Gosain and bury their dead'_. 

Thus they are sa.id to have originated from 1he non-Hindu 

group. But in Assam their hierarchical status is quite 

high, and a good number of them have separated themselves 

fran the ifugis and call themselves as Katanis who 

spin thread. Thus they have placed themselves among 

the Hindu castes. In the BrahmaPutra valley the Katanis 

are dis tinct from the Jligis, but in Goalpara district 

both of them are regarded as equal in status. 

The conflicting status cla:ims are also found 

among the Ahoms an.d the Chu tiyas. Both of them claim 
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superiority to each other·. But the Ahoms are superior 

to the Chutiyas as recognised by the other caste groups'. 

As these h.vo groups are Hinduised and are descendants of 

th~ former ruling class they claim superiority to the 

Non-Brahmana lower-caste groups. fut their caste status 

is still unsettled'. 'Jhese conflicting status claims 

are not uncommon among the other tribal groups. The 

Rabhas, who have distinguished themselves after adopting 

Hindusism, are a section of the Kacharis. They regard 

thenselves as superior to the Kacharis who st:Ul hold 

their traditionality·. LikeHise, there are other tribal 

groups like the Mikir, Miri, Mech; etc. and each of 

than regard their own group as superior to the others, 

and to keep their superior status they are in comp eti

tion for adopting H:lndu customs. lhus the confl1c ting 

status claims are acting as agents or mediators for 

bringing the tribals within the Hindu caste fold·~ • 

II 

structural <llange;·: 

In the foregoing sections we have already discussed 

the systan of ritual ranking of the present day Assamese 

society and in this section v1e intend to see hot-t this 

system of ranking has emerged today after undergoing 

·several considerable changes w:H:h-in. it under the imp act of 

different historical phases. 
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D.lring the pre-British period, in the traditional 

.Assamese society, the systan of ritual ranking was of a 

different tyPe. Uncier the .feudal rule the king, due. to 

his absolute power, privileges and honour, held consi

derably high position in the society. In India the·:·:, 

.ICsbatriyas were the ruling caste whose ritual rank was 

next to the Brahmanas. According to the ideology and 

value-patterns o.f the Hindu caste systan, communities 

v1hich held the rulin'g power enjoyed the KShatriya status. 

This was also true in Assam. The tribal kings (Ahom, 

Cllutiya, Kachari, etc.). who were not Kshatriyas also 

enj.oyed status more or less equal to that of the Kshatriyas 

The following table 3 depicts the hierarchical pattern 

that persisted during the pre-British period. In a. 

broader sense, the kings -and the priests occupied top 

· Table - 3 
Hier~chical sys t~under the feuda!_.rules 

A. Priests and Kings (Tribals) 

B. Non-~rahmanas. 

c. Tribals. 

rank in the social hierarchy. In feudal society the 
A 

priests taught the moral norms and the kings were obliged 

to enforce it in the society. Their offices were comple

mentary to each other, and the priests and the kings had 

authori i[arian control acquired by birth and heredity. 

Thus the tribal kings enj.oyed higher status in the society. 

The tribal kings, who did not belong to the Kshatriya 
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group, enjoyed much higher position than that of the !{on

B'rahmana castes. lliough the Non-Brahmana caste groups 

' did not. fully recognise the superior status occupied 

by the kings, the tribal kings tried to maintain their 

higher social position through the ac1op tio n of Hinduism 

'tihich helped them very much to retain their superior 
. ' 

status position. Therefore, the superior s "ca tus held 

by the tribal rulers is due to the values derived from 

the .Hindu caste sys tern on the one hand, end due to trans

formation to Hinduism and domination of the rulers over 

the common people; on the other, The next rank was for 

the Non.-Brahmana caste groups who belonged to the Sudra 

Varna. Though the tribals were basically non-Hindus, 

they were not excluded from this hierarchical system; 

their position was at the botton of thiS hierarchy. 

llia hierarchical sys tern found during the pre-British 

period had changed considerably during the British and 
\ 

the post•indep endence periodS. During the British period 

when the feudal structure of the country broke. down, .. 

the position of the ruling communities had considerably 

gone down in the hierarchical sys tern. Gradually, the kings 

lost their economic and political power, and-consequently, 

they lost their honour and prestige in the society due 

to the loss of direct relation with the Brahmanas who 

were ritually ranked high ~r. The. rulin~ tribal communi ties, 

v1ho were Hinduised, were gradually placed in the lower'"· 
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rung of the Sudra varna; but their rank in the hierarchical 

system 1t1as much.: higher· than that of the other tribals who 

did not embrace Hinduism. 

Since the British period, patterns of the hierarchical 

system have been altering, and at present the hierarchical 

system can be shown in the follmwing way (table- 4)'~ 

Table - 4 

Hierarchical sys tan during the British and · 
pos ~-:-Indm> endence p eriodst 

' 

A Br~hmanas· (priests) 

B. Non-Brahmanas. 

c. Hinduised Tribals (Ahoms, Chutiyas, 
.Kacharis, et~.). 

D. Tribals. 

Now 'the Brahmanas are at the top of the ranking systan 

due to the high ritual 11alues of their hereditary priestly 

profession. The Non-Brahmanas come next in the social 

rank due to tpe~r honourable and privileged social posi

tion. The Non-Brahmana upper-and lower-castes, being 

originally Hindus, have retained their status in the 
. 

caste hierarchy as it was before. But the ruling communities 

of the_ past, who are Hinduisec'!, are now placed next to 

the Non-Brahmana groups. This change of social rank is, 

perhaps, due to the change in their social e:xis tence from 
' ' 

the Kshatriya-profession to the agricultural occupation. 
. . ' 

As they are no longer ·rulers, they are not regarded as ·a 
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part of the Kshatriya group and lost their former relations 

\.Jith the Brahmanas. On the other hand, tJ:e s9cial rank 

of the tribals is, as it was before, at the bottom 

of the hierarchy. 

The changes, which are aiso ·found in the caste 

structure of the Assamese society, are due to sanskriti

zatiori of the cultural patterns of sane groups. This 

process of sanskritization is not a new thing in the 

caste society. This process existed during the pre

British period also. fut during the British and post 

independence periods various forces of modernisation 

have accelerated the pace of sanskritization. 

** 



CHAPTER - IV 

THE RURAL CLASS STRUCTURE 

The present discussion is confined to th·e rural 

class structure and changes in it under the impact of 

· the three different historical phases. 

The Rural Class-strll£,ture In 1he Pre-British Period 

ll.lring the pre-British period, in As sam, agriculture 

was the principal mode of production of the society-. 

Organisation of the agrarian production \'las based on the 

functional division of caste system. There was functional 
' 

equilibrium between these caste divisiol1s and the divisions 

of the agrarian productive organisation under feudalism. 

The class categories, which existed in Assam during the 

fetidal period had alreadY been discussed (see chapter IIr~ 

Here we woulo like to see only the agrarian classes of 

those days. The class categories, in fact, were absent 

in the Pre-British period due to the absence of class 

relations-· as such among the agrarian groups. Under 'feuda

lism no class of landed nobility with proprietary rights 

over land .ever existed (Desai, 1966)". Nevertheless, 

agrarian groups existed in those days where the villagers 

cultivated land and the feudal nobles got share of the 

produce from them. 

The kings' families and 'their relatives, the nobles 
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and the Brahmanas had large amount of land in the fonn of 

estates under their con trol1!' The royal families and 

the nobles ,being placed in the privUeged social position, 

cultivated their land by other members of the society~ 

The Brahmanas of those days were also the estate-holders 

tlue to hospitality of the than kings who frequently granted 
· lli es e 

them lands. A._Brahmanas v1ere usually the owners of fue 

Brahmattur, Debattur and rharmattur lands in the form 

of large estates. They also cultivated their land by the 

other..s(cultivators). Thus naturally the members of the 

lower ~- strata of 'the society like the non-Brahmanas 

and the tribals engaged thans elves as cultivators~ The 

nobles had also slaves w~o cultivated their land. fut 

the system of share-crepping and cultivation by hired 

labourers were absent in that agrarian economy. The 

self-sufficient cultivators using a plot of land in the 

village on a her·editary basis was dominant. rt has 

already been mentioned that, in Assam, as land Has 

plenty and population \·Jas less the peasants naturally did -not prefer to worl~ as shar;cropp ers or agricultural 

labourers. On the other hand, as the land production \.Jas 

only for the direct consumption of the members within a 

particular village there was no external market for 

agricultural produce·~ And the village '>Jas more or less 

self-sufficient in its economic sphere. Now it is necessary 

to find out to what extent Indian traditional .. : . -:; village 
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was .self-sufficient in the economic sphere. Many socio

logists have already raised this question and disagreed 

with Marx, Metcalfe and J.'.faine on this point (Beteille, 

1969 p.136). In the village community land sale \"Jas 

absent; but land transfer, though not fr.equent, was present 
' 

in the form of gift only to the Brahmanas or to the 

religious organisations';· 

The Rural Class Structure In The British Period --- - -
It was 1826 when the British established ruling pO\;]er 

. ' 

in Assa.'Pll and since then gradually several institutional 

changes have been brought in. It has already been dis

cussed earlier (see chapter II) hmv the feudal structure 

of the society had broken dot-~n under the British adminis tr~

tive policies, ' Consequently, class s tr.ucture of the 

f etidal society had al tared considerably during that period'. 

The royal families had los·!i their politico-economic power 

and had considerably come down in the class hierarchy. 

Several important factors like the abolition of f eu:dal 

structure, introduction of private property-right over 

land and landlordism, disintegration of village canmuni ty, 

etc. brought changes in the stratification structure of 

the society. The new class structure which energed in 

that period could be shotvn in the following way~ 
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T9ble - _2 

caste and class hierarchy in the 
, _____ ~itish period 

Zamindar/1•1auzad ar 
~Raiyat holder __ 

1. Br?hmanas 

2. Non-Brahmana 
(upper-castes) 

Tenant, 
2_£!i!:.h._cul tiv a tor 

3. Non-Brahmana 
(lo\v er-ca s tes) 

Agricultural 
~bourer_ 

4. Royal families & 
their relatives, 
nobles, 
( Ahom, Cllutiya, 
Kichari). 

5. Tribals 
(insignificant). 

.. 
t t . th .,..an.._ i With the in roduc ~on of e par .. men ~.~ zam ndari .._. ,, 

settlement in Goalpara and Cachar districts landlordism 

was established. Under this system proprietorship in 
. ' 

land was vested op some zamindars who were native tax

c oll ec tors and influ en ti al p ers on s. fu t in all other 

districts of the province where the-individual peasant 

. proprietorship (raiya twari systen) was established} big 

raiyats held much land and they were naturally from the 

non-Brahmana upper-caste groups. The different classes 

of raiyats recognised in Assam were: (1) privileged 

raiyat, (2) occupancy raiyat,. (3) raiyat holding at 
' 

fixed rate, and (l+) non-occupancy raiyat. In this region 

' 
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' 
the Brahmanas were not found as raiyats but they held 

land equal to that of any zamindar or.raiyat. Th.is was 

another l-cind of land-tetr.ure system where land belonged 
- -

to the Mathas, 2!!~as and other charity trusts which had 

been under the direct control of the Brabmanas since the 

pre-British period. The British made the .Debottur land 

revenue-free and the Brahmattur and tharmattur lands 

half-revenue paying estates .. where the Brahmana owners got 

the proprietarY rights equal to those o! the zam:l.ndars. 

The British gave rights of free transfer and absolute 

O\·mership in the land, especially in the raiyatwari 

areas, to the cultivators which they had never possessed 

before. Thus the village community system was lost for 

ever; and concentration of land began to take place in 

.the hands of certain priyileged sections of the society. 

The .Brahmanas arid the Non-Brahmana upper-castes people, 

being placed in the privileged social and educational 

positions, energed as landlords or non-cultivating owners 

in different feudal set-up. As the zamindars and the 

religious land-owners had no interest in self- cultivation 

of their land., a large number of tenants grevJ up. In 

the raiyatwari system raiyats Were the cultivators Of 

their soil, but in course of time raiyatwari lands 
' 

were alienated and reached the merchant~ and money-lenders. 

Thus gradually in both areas intermediate group, i.e., 

the tenants gtev1 up. Absenteeism, a quite natural 
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phenomenon, grffi-1 out of such land te.~t:tre sys tern, The 
.... ,', 

land-transfer and subletting system created a large number 

of rent-receivers. So the next category of agrarian 

class was that of the. self-sufficient cultivators, tenants 

and tenant-cum-cultivators. Naturally the Non-Brahmana 

lower-castes, \vho were in the socially unprivileged posi

tion, belonged to this group. The most interesting 

feature found in this category was that the former 

royal families and their relatives and the nobles who 

were. top in the econom_ic hierarchy had considerably gone 

down from the prev:i.ous position and emerged as tenants·. 

Cnly in Sibsagar district growth of the tenants t.vas signi

ficant being 9900 in 1891 and 21, 500 in 1901; The agri

culturullabourers,bei.ng placed in the bottom of the class 

hierarchy, representee themselves as the poorest and most 

deprived group of people. lliough the tribals of Assam 

were more or 1 ess self-sufficient in food-production 

through the Jhum cultivation, time to time thsy had to 

work as agricultural labourers for maintaining their 

families. But their number t·JS s insignificant. In 1905 
' 

such labourers were almost absent in Assam, but their 

grovlth had been accelerated since the later part of the 

British rule. This gro\:Jth was perhaps due to the collection 

of high land rents by the lando~,oming. clas's from the peasants 

t -~~ 
se tled on· their estates; Dle tol\non-payment of rent 
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land "t-1en t to the hands of the landlords or of the merchants 

which resulted into tran4rmation of the peasants to the 

agricultural labourers. This change had been brought by 

other factors directly linked with it. The growth of 

external trade in Assam affected the relations of production 

in the agrarian economy. The village p reduction previously 

possessed only a use-value but during the British period 

it b'egan to take the character of commodity. 'Ihe tenancy 

system created many problems of which insecurity o:f terC.ure 

and rack-ret?.ting deserve special attention, The Goalpara 

Tenancy Act, 1929 and Assam (Temporarily sett"led districts) 

Tenancy Act, 1935 were amended to protect the t~nants 

from evi.ction and rack-~enting. 'lhe privileged raiyats 

and the occupancy raiyats. were given adequateprotection. 

But the non-occupancy raiyats and the under-raiyats 

were not given proper protection. So also the adhiars 

were e~o~ed to eviction. 'Jhus these unprotected agrarian 

groups were exposed to eviction and rack-renting, and 

as a result they emerged as agricultural labourers·; 

Thus it was seen that though the economic structure 

of the f edudal society broke dm-Jn under the British 

colonialrl!_le, the previous social strata did not remarkably. 

alter'. In the Brit ish period social s true tur e still 

possessed the feudal elements. In this situation actually 

there was no fundamental change in the character of· the 

economy due to the lack of industrialisation. on the 
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other hand, under the zamindari system -the economy 

remained as 11 semi-fetidal" ·in character and the upper-caste 

groups being landowning class created much more pressure 

on the producing and servicing caste groUps who v1ere . 

under their control. Thus under the severe pressure 

the producing and servicing castes had begun to come 

dovm in the lower eeonomic position and increased the 
' 

number of the landless labourers. 

The rural class structure in the pos t-ind~endence 
tt.er~oa 

Agrarian stratification in Assam is characterised by 

the landlords at the top and the landless labourers at 

the bottom. The tenant cultivators occupy the middle 

position~ Such a system of agrarian relations has been 

found ihother studies as well (see Beteille, 1965)'. 

This class sys tern is a sys tern of social relations and 

these relations are not of inequality only, these are, 

sanetimes, relations of conflict also which naturally 

arise from ihe O\·mership, control and use of land. 

_.Xhe social organisation of the agrarian sys tern gives 

rise to various patterns of works and property rights, 

privileges and duties of the different classes'. 'lbe 

structure of agrarian production can be understood on the 

basis of three types of relations, namely, family labour 
. ' 

hired labour and tenant cultivator. lliese thre·e, however, 
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could be found in the same family or unit. • Ille to this 

reason it is difficult to identify different class groupings 

in the village community"~ The other problen in identi

fying the concrete class groupings is that they overlap 

with the caste divisions. Hence, there are obvious lack 

of articulation among these class groupings to realise 

thej.r respective interests. fuis is all the more true' 

about the agricultural labourers and tenants than the 

other groups. Beteille (1974, pp.51-53) convincingly 

shovJS that the l?nd and other fonns of property would be 

more significant in describing the class structure of 

Indian rural society rather than the occUpational or the 

incane s true ture vth ich are appropriate for understanding 

the class structure of the western societies. Here, 
~ 

ownership, control and use of property would surely be 

helpful for understanding the i'IJ\portan t features of 

class structure of the society where land is a fundamental 

basis of cleavage. 

Today the village autonomy has undergone radic~l 

changes. Reciprocal relations in agricUlture are not 

operative. Olltivation has crossed its caste bounds. 

Government's agrarian policies hav~ brought about sane 

important changes in' the s~ructure of landown'-ership and 

proess of production. The following changes could be 

discerned: (1) Newly emerged agrarian groupings have 
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altered· the old class structure, ( 2) contractual relations 

have emerged, (3) since agricultural production is not 

for the v'illage community only,but, tor the wider society, 

cash crop and canmercialisati'on have emerged'~ We could 

formulc,te toe following questions: (1) What are the agrarian 

class.es emerging in the rural area? (2) What are the inter

relations among these classes? (3) Hot-1 these class groups 

are distinctly identifiable and do not overlap with 

other structural .groupings. 

The classes and their relations: 

'Ihe land ten-::::ure sys ·tern is responsible for creating 

the agrar:tan rel.ationship and these relations have changed 

due to the various changes in the ten~ral syste!ll. 'Ihe 

Assam Adhiars Protection and Regulation Act, 1948 regu

lated landlords - adhiars relations and gave security 

to the adhiars. The Assam State Acquisition of Zamindaris 

Act, 19.51 and the Assam state Acquisition of Land belonging 

to Religious or Charitable institution of Public Nature 

Act, 1959 gave the tenants the rights of self-cultivation 

and of ownership. The Assam Fixation of ce:Uing of 

Landholding Act, 1956 fixed a ceiling on landholding by 

an individUal or a family at 150 bighas. The ·effects of 

· the land tenure systems are not the seme all over Assam'. 

The zamindari areas of Goalpara and Cachar districts were 

affected much more where all the zaminda:r:s, except a 

few, had lost their land. fu t the raiyats were not affected 
0 

so much and most of the medium ·and small raiyats had retained 
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their land as it was before. So the petty tenants 

could not gain anything from it and remained in the same . ' 

economic position. 

The nc.;w land-laws adversely affected the proprietors 

and other intermediaries of the lower income groups 

. by terminating their righ~s~ Mor~over~ tvhen they lost 

rights on land, they were not paid reason.able canpensation. 

According to the Ac~, the zamindars are entitled to keep 

vast areas of private land under iileir possession, but 

the small intermediaries are not in possession of adequate 

private land. So,· due to the abolition of their' rights, 

they lost a permanent sou:rce of income and consequently 

came down in the· class hierarchy. On the other hand, 

.the Act is liberal enough to allow a vast area of land 

(133 acre~) under the possession of the big zamindars 

whereas in West Bengal they are allowed to keep only 25 

acres of land. Moreover, the zamindars are allowed to 

keep about 16 acres of land free of revenue. Due to 

these reasons we find that even after losing a considerable 

proportion of ;::land the big zamindars are still in the 

highest position in the class hierarchy. And on the other 

hand, the petty zamindars, after losing their land, have 

come dOt4n considerably in the class hierarchy. 'Ih es e 

chao:ges in the class structure are quite conspicuous feature~ 

of the agrarian hierarchy of the independent India. 

The economy of the rural Ass~ has undergone some 

important changes which have been accelerated since the 

British rule and in the ind ep en;J en t India it is relatively 
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more rapid. Land is still a basic productive source of 

the rural society, but it is not 'the only source of liveli

hood. 1he growth of towns and cities has further accelera

ted the situation·. ·The tow·ns and cities as urban, economic, 
, 

business and educational centres have attracted the rural 

people. Land has become a marketable comnodity and due to 
~ 

the rise of price of land nearer to the towns and cities 

people have sold it (Goswami, 1967). 1his feature had 

emerged due to introduction of the zamindari and raiyatwari 

systems by the British, and· land became a private prOperty, 

a commodity for sale, purchase and mortgage. It has been 

observed that the number of cutlivators declined in the 

second generation ccmpared to the first generation among 

the higher caste groups, and. ~here is also. a concomitant 

rise in the number of service-holders among them. Th.is 

t~ansf.er of agricultural land fran their hands has canpelled 

then to take different jobs (Gos\vami, RaUra, Nisha, 1966). 

The urban areas being the main education centres 

attracted the rural people and naturally the landovming 

rich families migrated to these areas for education of 

their children. Education being an expensive proposition 

cannot be afforded by the ordinary cultivators, tenants and 

agricultural labourers. So the absentee landlords are 

ve:ry common in the rural areas who live in the urban 

centres. They are generally educated, highly employed and 

big merchants, and naturally they are ignorant about the 

&1&1!3~ ._ agrarian system and can not· look after their 

lands. A considerable'decline in the number of households 
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in the "owner-cultivator" is noticeable, while households 

under "agricultural labourer", ttproduction other than 

agriculture" and "s.alaried· jobs" shows a rapid rise. 

The tenpo of urbanisation and industrialisation has incre

ased the facilities of non-agricultural occupations (Goswami, 

1963, 67). 

In th.e British period. the landowners as a class were 

more or less uniform in character. But today this 

uniformity has been disturbed. !hough the landowners 

have sold off their land and land ~s eas i1y transferable, 

the landowners continue to be a landowning class. 

However, \.Je find that different situations have allowed the •· 
landowning class to dispose of their l'and ana it is 

bought by the people of other classes, and specially the 

small cultivating tenants 'have availed of this opportunity 

by which they have considerably raised their economic 

standards. Thus the ownership of land goes to the peOple 

of different class and caste groups. But the poor agri

cultural labourers cannot increase their landholding 

and thus renain in the same position'~ Under the different 

situati.ons landO\<Jners have lost their uniform class 

characters and emerged as three types of classes·. These . 
landowning classes are: (1) The absentee landlords who 

have left their villages to live in the urban centres. 

As tbe.y do not cultiv.ate their land themselves the tenants 

cultivate their land. (2) The non-cultivating landlords 

who still live in the village, but have their land cultivated 
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by ot.~ers. (3) The petty landlords live in the village 

and directly engaged themselves in the agricultural 

onerations. The folloHing tables depict the distribution - \ 

of the agrarian classes in the t1·JO districts of Assam. 

t_able - 6 

Agrarian Classes in GoalRara district 
. Tzamindari au[} 

To tal No. of 
household surveyed 
--~-

&grarian Cla~ses: 

Cultivating 
oH ner s · 

Gul ti vating Tenants · 

Cultivating oHners & 
tenants . 

Cultivating owners & 
rent receivers 

Rent Receivers 

Agricultural labours 

Total: 

Non-agricultu~l cla~: 

Total: 

. 

49 (34.o3) 

9 ( 6. 25) 

28 ( 19 .l+4) 

6(4.17) 

8(5.56) 

13(9.02) 

133 (78.48) 

31(21.52) 

Source: Dutta, N.C. -Land problans and land reforms in 
Assam, 19 68. 
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Table - 7 

Agrarian clas~s in Sibsa~r district (raiyat~ari are~) 

No. of villages 3) 

No. of households 2,682 

Agrg[ian classes: 

Ovmer cultivators 1,318 (60.40) 

Tenants 369 ( 16;-21) . 

P artowners & 
49o (22.46) Part tenants 

Agricultural labourers 5 (0. 23) 

Source: Sarma, S.c. - 11 A Survey of the rural economic 
· conditions in Sibsagar", 19-52. 

From the table-6 it is seen that in · .. : •. Goalpara district, 

the ex-zamindari area, the growth of the agricultural classes 

is conspicuous. This is due to the abolition of the zamindari 

system in tpis area. The diff·eren t agrarian clases which 

we find here are: rent-receivers ().56%), cul tivating--oHners ' 

·and rent-receivers (4. 17%), cul ti¥ating-otvners (34.03%), 

cultivating owners and tenants (19.44%), cultivating tenants 

(6. 25%) and agricultural labourers (9. 0 2%). But the district 

of Sibsagar (Table-7), the raiyatw~ri area, shotvs a different 

picture. Here the absence of landlords is the main feature 

in the agrarian class structure, whereas the owner-cultivators 

are highe~t in number being 60.1+0 per· cent and the growth of 

agricultural labourers is considerably 1 ess being O'. 23 per cent
1 

of the total households. As the -raiyatvJari system prev.ai1 ed 
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all over Assam,except the districts of Goalpara a~d cachar ~ 

the large landlownership under a fe\v persons did not develop 

and at the same time, ·there was very little competition.: 

for land in the last century (Go swami, 1963, p .51). The 

increase of p.etty cultivators' is evident from the·· census data 
• 

about private ownership of lan-d since the advent of the 

British administration in Assam. Such a phenomenon i.s not 

absent in the independent. India. The following table 8 shows 

the increase of the number of cultivators from 1951 to 1961 

in Assam. lh e increase of cultivators is 255 to 280 per 

1 ,ooo of the total population of Assam. 

T?blL- 8 

Increase of the number of culti¥ators in Assam (Proportion 
of persons working as cultivators to 1 ,ooo of total 
populi ti·on) ------....;.__~---------

Districts 12.ll 12.2.1 
Cachar 153 178 

,·. 
•~: ... .;w~; .~·--,~~:?:~1 Goalpara 290 281 ,,. ' 

Darrang 288 328 

Kamrup 257 248 

Lakhimpur 211 268 

Nowgong 253 269 

Sib sa gar 244 292 

Assam 255 280 

Source: Census of India, 1961' Assam, Vol.-III, Part I-A. 

lhe absentee landlords are a type of ren tiers who live 
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in the city and do not enter into any agricultural activities 

'ttlith their tenants'. 'lheir separation from the traditional 

vi11 age is due to attainment of western education and better 

employment in the cities that could raise their status in 

modern society. Some of them live in the big urban centres 

and have taken to trade and commerce. These landlords comprise 
' . 

a class of rentires and intermediaries between the tillers 

of the land and the government. The landownership right is 

with these owners of land, hence they deal with the state 

government. Any dealing by the tenants with the government 

may result into transformation of ownership right to the 

tenants. But as the absentee landowners are increasing in 

number relations bett-~een the landowners arid the tenants have been 

undergoing some changes. :Lhe same applies to the non-cultivating 

landlorc]s living in the vi1lages~ Th.e change which we find is 

that.these lando,..Jners have been transformed into "rural capita- ,. 

list$". But the petty landoHing cultivators cultivate themselves 

and at the same t:ime a part of the land is given on the basis 

of share-cropping or sub-letting. 'Ihey engage themselves in 

the agricultural activities and invest for the productive purposes 

whenever it is necessary, and employ their family labour or 

hired-labour for production. 

Thus several factors, already described, have considera!'lY 

reduced the landholding size of the ex-zamindars and the 

raiyats, and to a great extent political po"ttJer of these groups 
'.J 

has also been reduced. 
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.::;o· 

Four patterns of relationships energe as a result of the 

present functioning of these agrarian groups: ( 1) Relations 

bet\<~aen absentee landlords and tenants, (2) Non-absentee but 

non-cultivating landowners and tenants, (3) Petty landowning 

cultivators and agricultural labourers and tenants, and 

(4)tenants and agricultural labourers. The economic . as well 

as social ties bind the three classes through the agricultural 

spheres. 'Ihe tenants as a class may belong to the t,m categor~e~; 

sometimes a person may have a small amount of land where he is 

regarded as landov1ner and at the same time, he cul tioga tes 

land of other persons for which he' is regarded as tenant. 

In other case, a person is regarded as a tenant ttJho lives on 

cultivation of land - m>~ned by others. DJ.e to these reasons 

there is a problem of identification of the class of the 

people·. 

fuere are three different systems of payment of land taxes. 

TI1e;se are systems· of paYl;lent by the tenants to the landowners. 

First of all, tile fixed cash-rent system of payment is widely 

prevalent in Assam •. Secondly, the system of share-cropping 

is also common which is of two forms, viz. J nboka-adhi" and 

11 guti-adhi". llie boka-adhi system is of peculiar kind where 
. I 

land is equally divided between the landlord and the tenant. 

, 'Ihe tenant cultivates both the pieces and the landoVJner supp

lies agricultural implements onlj_T. Both the parties tal(e 

the harvest from their respective cultivated land. In the 

guti-adhi system tenant cultivates the Ot>Jner•s land and the 

harvest is equally divided between the two parties. The 
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lando\vner only pays the' reven!le of the land to the government 

and the other expenses for cultivation are borne by the tenant 

:But the Adhiar Protection Bill passed by the Assam govern

ment has reduced the landowner's share, i.e., one third ·of 

the crop on condition of supplying seeds and drought animals 

and one-fourtp \vhen the same are supplied by the tenant him

self. But still this regulation is not fully :implemented. 

fue table 9 given belo\.J depicts the real situation. It 

depicts the terms of share-tenancy where the produce is divi

ded equally. I-t is seen that about 42.43 per cent of the 
' \ 

landlords did not give any assistance to the adhiars, and 

43.90 per cent of the adhiars did not get any assistance 

from their landlords. 

Table - 9 

Percentage distribution of landlords and adhiars 
according to terms o.f tenancy when 50 per cent of the 
produce .i~ Rent. ---------------------· 

Tertp.s_ 9L i!~cy &E!:!dlord..s Adhiars ----
Land only 42.43 43.90 

Land and seed 21.21 21.95 

Land and 1 bullock 15.15 7.32 

Land and 1 pair bullock 

Land, seeds and 1 bullock 15. 15 . 26.83 

Land, seed 9nd 1 pair bull-
ock 6.06 

Source: Dutta, N.c. -- Land problems and land reforms 
in Assam, 1968. 
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The third system of payment is the system of fixed rent 

in'kind which. is paid by the tenant to the lando\<mer. In 

this system a tenan-G gives· to his landlord a fixed ctnount' of 

produce irrespective of the ou·bput. lhis fixed rent in kind 

is much higher than the rent in cash, but lo,.Jer than thakof:the 

share-cropping. 'Ihe tenant does 'not possess any right over 

the land, and term of the tenancy and right of enjoyment of the 

land are very insecure and restricted. The share-cropper's 

status vJas previously similar to that of the hired labourer 

receiving wages in kind. But in 1948, the Aohiar Protection 

and Regulation Act of Assam has safeguarded the interests 

of the share-cropper, 

Before 1935 the relations between the landowners and 

tenants \vere such the tenurial status was transmitted from 

one generation to another; but the landlords could evict the 

tenant at any time .and lease out their land to any other per- ... 

son. But under the Assam Temporarily settled Tenancy, 1935 

and 1971 Acts the tenants t interests ha.ve been protected 

in many respects. At pres en~ it is difficult for a landlord 

to evict the tenant, ·The big tenants, being placed in· their 

position, do not necessarj_ly cultivate the~r land themselves,· 
' sometimes they sublet it ·to some other persons or have their 

land cultivated by the hired labourers. Such a legal pro

vision, therefore, created a sys tan of subtenancy and middle

man ship betvJeen the zamindar and the real tiller of the 

land. But in some parts of the province, i.e., in Goalpara 
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and Chachar districts the Act is not yet implemented 

and .in most of the cases, it has been ·found that the landlords 

have been evicting the adhiar.s according to their whims. 

In Assam where land is plenty and population is less, the 

agricultural labourers as a class are not significant numeri

cally. In Assam they are far less in number than the tenants~ 

It had already been mentioned in the previous chapter that 
J._ 

due to scarcity of labourers in Assam the British rulers brought 

labourers from other parts of India to work in the tea plan ta

tions. The agricultural labourers were absent in Assam in 

1905 except a minority of ordinary labourers (Allen, .1905). 

But their growth under the different land tenure systems 

is con~picuous. In 1951 they \vere counted as 1.7 per cent 

of the total population ·of Assam and Agricultural Labour 

Enquiry of 1963 recorded than as 11 per cent of the total 

wo~ki_ng forces compared to the all India average of 30.39 

per c~n t. The following table 10 shows increase of the numbel" of 

agricultural labourers from 1951 to 1961. 

Table :_1Q.. 

Increase of the number of agricultural labourers (Proportion 
of persons working as agricultural labourers to 1,000 of 
total po2_ulation 

Distric~ 1221. .12.9.1. 
Cachar 11 24 
Goalpara 21 25 
Darrang 13 16 
Kamrup 10 14 
Lakhimpur 14 7 NbvJgong 21 19 
Sibsagar 

14 
9 

Assam 16 

Source: Censtls of India, 1961, Assam, Vol. III,Part 1-A. 
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The labourerS' constitute a distinct category and are 

placed at the bottom of the agrarian class hierarchy. 

Generally, they do not O\;Jn any land and live mainly on daily 

wages. In rare cas·es,they possess small strips of land 

\<Jhich they OHn or hold in·lease. In 1950-51, 43.35 per cent 

of the agricultural labour households were without land 

compared to the all India average of 50.07 per cent, v1hile in 
I 

1956-57, 63.01 per cent of agricultural labour households 

v1ere wifuout land, compared to the all India average of 

57.13 per cent. 'Iheir meagre income from ,the irregul::1r 

employment and consequent insecurity of it put them below 

the subsistence level. All these have resulted in to· a parti-

cular way of life distinct from that of the landovmers and 
" 

the tenants. Sometimes, they·o-vm small p~lots of land 

which do not produce enough to live o.n·~ 'lhe conmon difference 

bet\·Jeen the agricultural labourer and the tenant-cultivator 

is that the former dt;>es not have any security of anployment 

'I.·Jhereas the latter does have. HovJever, the agricultural 

labourers in Assam are economically better off than those 

living in other parts of India. In Assam an agricultural 

worker annually gets employment on an average of 208 days 

in agricultural season whereas at all-India level an agri

cultural labourer gets employment only for 189 days. Their 

~a-ily wage in Assam is Rs. 2. 58. ' 
There:fore, the agricultural 

labourers try to find some employment in non-agricultural 

sectors to compensate their earnings. This also creates 

the problem of-identification of the agricultural labourers 
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as a class in the village community like that of the peasants·. 

'lheir standard of living is very low and the average income 

per family is Rs.447 per annum. 

Almost everyday agricultural labourers have to seek for 

netv employment and because of it they have to move from 

door to door to seek employment from the landovmers or the 

tenant-cultivators. Their dependence on the upper classes puts 

them into the subordinate and voiceless position in the comm

unity. The economic relation between the agricultural labourer~ 

and their employers is that the labourers only supply their 

labour in the agricultural operations and do not invest any 
·.., 

capital in it; vJhereas the employers provide them : .. with · 

agricultural imp~ements, seeds, manure, etc. Payment of the 

labourers is generally made in cash and in some cas'es' during 

the harvest t:ime, they are paid in kind. Tile agricultural 

labourers who use their ploughs and buffaloes get slightly 

higher wage than those who do not and in most cases payment 

to them is made very irregularly. 

Today relations among the agrarian classes have changed 

to a great extent. It is, perhaps, due to the new market 

situation and partly due to t.h e imp act of various agrarian 

reforms. Now relations between the landowners and the laboui .. ers 

are contractual and :impersonal in nature, and social distance 

between them is very great. Though in the past this social 

distance was not totally absent, both the groups \.-Jere bound 

by some social obligations, rights and duties. The inter

dependence among the classes i'n the economic and social affairs 
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·' 

strengthened by the functional division of caste, the spirit 

of paternalism and extension of kinship obligations. Kinship 

obligations had paramount importance in the traditional 

rural society; it not only extended within the caste group 

but also all over the village and even beyond the village 

sometimes. 

HovJever, economic relations among the a·grarian classes 

are alway's changing in nature and this change is more promi

nent in the post-independence period. Enactment of several 

agricultural Acts have considerably accelerated this dynamic 

nature of the agrarian relations. Now~a-days relations 

among the classes are more formal and landless class is more 

secured than they were in the past. Though various types of 

land reforms haVE? been adopted several years ago, their progress 

of implementation is verY slo~¥. 'lhe loopholes in the reforms 

are large enough for landowners to . escape. Hm-sev er, .economic 

relations are not the only class character, there are also . 

socio-cultural relatio.nship s among the classes \-thich are not 

touched upon here. Soc io-c.ul tural aspect of the agrarian 

interactions and interrelations could only be found out through 

intensive field research which is beyond the scope of this 

present study. Th.e relational aspect which is already described 

here is only one aspect and the other aspect of relations 

among the classes is the relation of conflict ~hich, due to 

the lack of data, is not taken into consideration in this 

study. 

Styles of life: 

Different styles of life can be distinctly identified 
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among the agricultural classes. These distinctions among 

these classes are closely associated with the system of 

hiera'rchically structured relations among the landlords, 

tenants and agricultural labourers. Unequal distribution 
' of land provides unequal income to the respective agrarian 

classes. The landowners with high income from land in the 

form of rent· are generally much above the subsistence level, 

whereas the share-croppers and the agricultural labourers live 

beloH the subsistence level. The landlords always abstain 

from agricultural and other manual works in which their 

participation, they think, makes them a·egraded. Thus the 

higher castes like the Brahmanas, Kolitas and KaYasthas do 
. ' 

not Hork \vith plo~gh •. The degraded and unhonourable works 

like tilling the soil, irrig~ting the field, \<.'eeding, harvest-
. ' 

ing, etc. are done by the lo-vJer s:tatus persons those who belong 

to the landless agricultural labour group. These distinct 

styles of life are congruent with their superior economic 

position in the agrarian stratification system. Standards 

of living, dress patterns, houses, food habits, etc. have 

brought clear-cut distinctions among the different class· 

groups in terms of high and low status groups and styles of 

life. 

Level of education and class position are also related 

like caste and class representing ~emunerated ranks ef the 

people. People of the lando~,oming class tvho can afford the 

expenses for education avail of the opportunities for various 

types of honourable jobs. But the poverty-ridden landless 
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agricultural labourers cannot afford expensive education 

for their children. Thus they are unable to achieve various 

job opportunities and cannot improve their status through 

variOUS n.Si'J channels Of SOCial mobility. 'lhe landowners, 

being li:terate; have changed their speech, manners and atti-·. 

tudes 'ivhereas the illiterate mass of people remain where 

th ·eY \vere before indep end enc e. 

COnclusion: 

On tile basis of the pr,eceeding discussion the follo\-ling 

conclusions may be arrived at: (1) The pre-British Assamese 

society had a class structure of feudal character where king 

was at the top and the common people at the bottom of the 
I 

hierarchy. In betvJeen these ~vo groups there were hierarchies 

of nobles. (2) The British r~le created a nevJ class structure 

quite different from that of the pre-British period. (3) The 

British land policy created a class of landed interest~ and 

intermediaries betvJeen the cultivators and the landlords. 

(4) The organic character of agriculture vJas also changed to 

a large extent as a resul:t 'of these ne\-t land relations, and . 

hence non-communi tarian, contractual and inpersonal relations 

emerged'. C5) The British rule also intensified the paterna

listic ideas of the landlords alongwith impersonality and 

contractuality of relations. A tribe-caste region like Assam 

had paternalism even earlier to the British rule, hence it 

tvas not a completely new experience for fue .Assamese people. 

(6) The post-independence land reform polices such as the 
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Acquisition of Zamindari Act Which was nnplemented in 1951 

could not bring about '!ile expected changes in the agrarian 

social structure-. The ttHaves 11 have successfully been 

able to escape the irrplementation of the Land ceiling Act 

and other laHs pertaining to division of property, etc. 

(7) study of agrarian social s true ture with a caste and tribal 

background of the people becomes enormously significant in 

both respects. 

** 



2[APTER - V 

THE RURAL POWER STRUCTURE ---

Power is to be vie1:1ed in two ways. Firstly, an individual 

holds po1>Jer over the others and secondly, power is vested 

in a system thereby the system pursues certain goals. Weber 

defines power: "In general, we understand by 11powern the 

change of a man or of a number of men tO realize their oHn 

will in commun1,al action even against the resistance of 

others who are participating in the action" (Gerth and Mills, 

1959 ). Th.is concept. is related to the distribution of pO\'ler 

in the society on the basis of. indiv~=!.dual•s capacity. Pa:rsonsr 

definition is nfue goal or function of the polity I conceive 

. to be the mobiliza tion of social resources and their commitment 

for the attainm.en t of collective goals, for the formation 

and implementation of "public policy". The product of the 

polity as a system is po1..Jer, \-lhich I would like to define as 

the generalized capacity of a social system to get things 

done in the interest of collective goals" (Parsons, 1960). 

lb. is cone ep t is related to the creation of power as a resource 

in the society. Pm-1 er as an individual phenomenon as i·!ell 

a social or political resource ·-as would be examined in this . 
chapter with special reference to rural Assam. 

we ,.,ould analyse the changes in power structure in rural 

Assam under the different historical phases. Power in our 
analysis is concerned only. with:- the political .a®oot, more 
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particularly 1·1ith its relation to social stratification. !he 

to paucity of adequate data on pm.Jer structure of rural 

Assa..rn our analysis is mainly non-substantive in nature. 
; 

Political party system and the ~a::,entralisation of power 

have connected the villages, blocks, districts and the state 

politically and administratively., On the other hand, rural 

·electorate being sympathetic to various pol tical pa_rties 

are linked to the state Assembly or Parliament and the State 

government; and moreover, the Village Panchayat is connected 

with Anchal Parish ad and Zila Pari shad. !he to this complex 

nature of the rural poHer structure one should incline to see 

its nature of change, traditional caste panchayat, village 

panchayat, factions and impact of poli_tical competition and 

conflict on the village communit.Y. 

Analytically speaking, political power creates legitim ate 

domination and subordination, and thus it establishes its 

own hierarchy. It represents official expression to 

inequality: that of the social inequality and class system 

established between individuals and groups (Balandier, 1972). 

In the study of rural power structure statu tory village pan

chayat and political parties principally draw our attention 

more than any other institutions. Panchayat and political 

parties, vested with some functions, are major institutions 

and arenas of power in the rural sect61- ·• The potver structure 

of rural society which \vas p revicusly more or less infernal 

in nature has now transformed into a formal structure; hmo~ever, 

it is still found operationally informal • The new power 
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structure has altered the old system of power relations to 

a large extent, and consequently ne\v power groups and sub

groups have emerged. PoNer now-a-days does not go with birth 

and r:Ltual status of a person or group, but it depends on the 

numerical strength, contact with the government functionaries 

and political partie~. The concept of "dominant caste" is 

also impor-Gan t for understanding power structure of the rural 

people. .A caste is said to be dominant when it possesses 

numerical superiority, economic status, political power, 
. ..; 

ritual status, non-traditional education, modern occupation 

and physical fore e (Srinivas, 1955Y· But today lack of 

congruity of status among the members of same caste disproves 

the concept of dominant caste, because families within the 

dominant caste may not have an' equitable distribution of 

power and prestige. The dominant families, sometimes, enjoy 

power and prestige according to "their composite status ranks 

(Sharma, 1974, Oommen, 1970). 1he following possibilities 

could be there: ( 1) High Caste, high economic position and high 

. power position; (2). Intermediate caste, high economic position, 

numerical preponderance and high power position; (S) High 

caste, middle economic position and middle power position; 

(4) Lower caste, intermediate economic position, numerical 

preponderance and middle power position; (5) Low caste, low 

economic position and low power position. Power is not an 

absolute phenomenon, it is relative. It has situational 

determinants as well along with the structural ones such 

as economic, social and cultural o~es. The distribution of 

power creates divisions within tile village community. 
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Broadly, there are two divisions: (1) those who possess more 

power and (2) those who have less power. The possession of 

pO\.fer maY be· from the ownership and control of land by which 

an individual gets nlmlerical support and there are also 

popular leaders. Th.ese t-vm groups are al\vaYS found in conflict 

with each other. In the present situation there is a distin

ction bet\·Jeen the authority and POvJer. The village panchayat 

officials have some authority whereas the political party 

leaders have power (Beteill e, 1969 )'. 

The rural pO\'ller.:...structure in· the pre-British and 
mtrs"fi p erio.~d-s:;:;.;•;._ ____ . -------

The pre-British period in ~ssam was ruled by the tribal 

kings. 'Ihe royal families and the nobles had sole political 

authority over their respective territories and the common 

people were in the subordinate position. But, on the other hand, 

the village communities which were socially integrated, eco

nomically self-sufficient had political autonomy. In such a 

traditional society vfilage headman and persons wielding 

influence and pm.ver \<I ere drawn from the higher castes. 

'Ihe village community in Assam in the British period 

faced a centralised British administration which was completely 

new to them. The rural pov1er structure was mainly feudalistic 

in nature. Tile feudal lords were at the top of the rural 

polity and were patronised by the _British government, \'Jho 

offered various privileges to them and they became the masters 

of the village. The introduction of revenue and police 

officials brought significant changes and these, being 

related to the landlordsJgave then more stpength in managing 
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the village admtnistration. Consequently, the traditional 

authority structure. in the rural areas did not change its 

forms and functions. The high caste people, ~eing placed at 

the too of the economic and social hierarchy, Here the 
"' 

natural leaders of the village. . 

In Assam the pmver· structure of the zamindari areas 

vJas different· in many respects from that of the raiyatwari 

are·as. 1he zamindars had full control on their land and 

collected revenue from it~ 'lliey had also considerable in

fluence 'over their officials, tenants and agricultural 
I 

labourers. This situation \'las· also same in respect of the 

big raiyats. 'Ihus the zamind.ars and the big raiyats held 

considerable power and authority over the larger number of 

groups of people v1ho t.vere under their control. 1herefore, 

under this feudal system social, economic and political power 

was centralised in their hands. The right over the land of. 

the landlords represented a ·type of mastery over the general 

mass of rural people. 'lllus landlordism played a great role . 
as a pm:Jer institution, and it was able to influence the 

selection of leadership and also defined the role of the 

caste and community panchaya ts of the rural areas (Singh, 1969 ). 

'Ihe landlords' power over the people in their jurisdiction 

was mainly based on their judicial rights in landownership. 

They were the sole ovmers of cultivatable land and the 

cultivators paid land rent to tllem. As the village land 

and timberland were also tmder their control the functionary 

and artisan castes had to PaY them by rendering certain services. 
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Not only their cultivators were under their feudatory relation

shi.ps, but also all the caste groups were included in it. 

In traditional ·society there \vas village panchyat the 

members of which were from the ·major caste groups of the 

village. 'Ihis village panchayat performed social, economic 

and political actj_yi ties in the village, and was under the 

direct c'ontrol of the zamindars and the big raiyats. So 

power structure \vas hierarchic allY arranged and dominated 
• • ! t 

mostly by the upper caste and class people; 
' 

Besides, there was also caste pancha,yat which was mainly 

related to the particular caste group. It had extremelY. 

high dec:Lsive POtver in the spheres of its ovm caste and in 

this respect, j_ t '1-Jas more or less autonomous in nature·. 

The rural poHer structure in ~ost-independen.ce_p_§!.iod 

In 1920 the British government introduced the system of 

village panchayat. But the p anchayat officials ·t:Jere rnominated 

by the British government on the recommendation of the zamindars 

In 1948 Indian government introduced n'ew type of village 

panchayat where officials Here elected on the basis of 

adult franchise. The village panchayat has not-r become a 

formal institution, but its functioning remains informal to 

a large extent because of the influence of the non-member 

influentials of the village community in the statutory body. 

Like other states in Assam also the Panchayati Raj institution. 

is functioning at three levels. At the village level there 

is Gaon Panchayat. A number of Gaon Panchayats constitute 

an Anchal Panchayat. and then .some Anchal Panchayats form a 
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Zila Parisad. All these· tiers are interlinked. The following 

table 11 shows thG number of Zila Parish ads, A,nchal Panchaya ts 

and Gaon Panchayats and number of villages in Assam. 

Table-ll 

Distributio~of Panchayats in_Assam 

No. of Gaon No. of Zila Parishad or 
District Panchal_e.t 

No. of Anchalik 
Panchayats Panchayats vj.J.l ages . 

or village 
Panc::_hayats _._ 

Lakhimpur 17 331 2729 

NoH gong :13 334 1681 

Sibs agar 17 377 2115 

Cachar 15 334 2032 

Darrang 13 
-" 

302 1733 

Goalpara 20 - 353 4375 

Kamrup 25 562 293S 
--

Total-7 120 2593 17603 

Source: Census o·f India, 1961, Assam, District Census, Handbooks. 

(The process of denocratic decentralisation and the intro

duction of adult franchise have 1:>rought about considerable 

shift of PO\-Jer from one group to another. The traditional 

power structure is no longer in existence. Traditionally, 

the landlords and the upper caste people were supreme political 

authorities. But in tl1e present situation there is a 

considerable intermixture of different types of people in the 

po\Jer structure. The follO\,Ji_ng tables depict the real 
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picture of power structure of some villages in rural Assam. 

Table - 12 

Rajahowly Villa~e~~nchayat (Sibs§~ar DistriciL 

Caste No. of 
membQ!L 

Kolita 3 

Huslim 2 

Brahmana 1 

Office Bearers 

President 

Vice-President 

ll.~.embers 

Caste 

Kolita 

Brahman a 

( Koli ta, 
( Mlslim 

Source: Bordoloi, P. K. -- n A village in upper Assamn 
The North-Eastern Research Bulletin, 
Vol. I, 1970. 

Table - 13 

Katapipara Village panchayat (Karnrup~trict)_. 

Source: Census of India, 1961, Village Census :V.onograph. 

But due to lack of sufficient and relevant data it is difficult 

to assess hovJ much pO\ver and authority have shifted from one 

group to another and how far the lov1er caste and class people 

have been able to achieve positions of authority and povJer 

today in rural Assam. This will be our main concern while 

investigating the probl·em of distribution of POv1er and 

privileges in the villages in Assam. However, it can be said 



that the landlords and the upper castes have considerably 

lost their previous unquestionable position in the power 
. 

structure in the village whereas the intermediate class and 

caste groups have conside~ably raised their status in the 

village (Bor,:doloi, 1970). But the lower caste and class 

groups due to their low social, ritual and economic position 

c_ould not avail of the opportunities fuemselves to achieve 

pOiver status and thus they still remain in the subordinate 
··' 

position in the power structure of the village. 

A wide range of povter and functions have been bestovJed on. 

the statutory panchayat by the government, and the panchayat 

is responsible for all round development and welfare of the 

village people. Both judicial and administrative aspects of 

the village are under the direct control of the panchayat. 

The panchayat President holds considerable pov.1er due to his 

official position; and. today he has becane a more important 

and influential leader due to his high position, responsibilities.! 

and contact with fue leaders and important persons outside 

the village. Th.e consultancy and advisory roles of the presi

dent .of the statutory panchayat are manifold because of his 

formal position of pov.1er and also because he hails normally 

from upper sections of society. He acq~ires greater power 

due to his direct·. connection with the admin_istrative machinery 

at different levels including the Members of Zila Parish~o, 

State Assanbly and Parliament. By virtue of his presidentship 

of the panchayat he is ex-officio member of the Anchal Sami ti 

by which he commands prestige and poHer. The chairman of 
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the Anchal Panchayat holds more po"t-1er than the head of 

the village panchayat and he is the member of Zila 

Pari shad~~ 

candidates of the Congress political party generally 

seek help of the panchayat pres1.dent to enlist SUpport 

of his villagers·. 1he president and the M. L.A. of the 

area have close contact with each other, and the panchayat 

president acquires extra power by virtue of his close 

relati-on with the Congress M.L. A. 1herefore, in respec'ti 

of po,.,rer, president enjoys high esteem and prestige, and 

this power he acquires from the support of his villagers~ --
and from the close ties with the influential people 

outside the village. These village elites are of para

moun·l; importance in the study of village political struc-. 
ture and roles of the political elites. The votes of 

the villagers are under their con·brol and they manipulate 

these in favour of any political leader at the higher · 

levels'~ Thus they can bargain with these leaders at the 

higher levels for patronage for themselves and for 

their community·. 

In. rural Assam caste panchayat is still existing 

side by side with the statutory panchayat and it functions 

independently of the village panchayat~ Functions of 

the caste panchayat are limited within the caste group~ 

and it is gen.erally inactive outside the caste group!~ 

Naturally due to its social homogenei. ty it is more active 

than the village panchayat~ ·Ethnocentr~c attitudes 

have been gradually increa~ing among the lower caste 

groups. These are probably due to their inferior social 
-· ~,. - t. . -
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status and subordina~e economic position in the society:' 

This ethnocentrisim is reinforced by this caste bodf~ 

In the village gener.ally there are factions among the 
I 

caste groups and conflicts among these factions are 

not unconnnorf." fut in most of the cases it has been 

found· that there is always an indirect clash be~ween the 

Brahmanas and the Koli tas for domination and in this confli.: 

- c t fu e Kol i tas are generally supported by the other Non-

Brahmana castes like Keots, Koches, Chtit:tyas, etd:1 (Eordoloi, 

1970 Y'~ Bl t this· conflict is not .for economic irJ terest of 

\ 
' 

the group's rather it is perhaps, the expression of caste serJti

meni~,i.e.,the Non-Brahmana groups against the Brahmanas'~' 

Ca,ste ethnocentrism is not only enforced by the caste 
. ' I I 

panchayat but also by the establ:tshmenit of various formal· 

caste associatlons. These caste as·sociations function for 

the social, economic and educational betterment of the respect-

i ve caste groups.. One of these caste associations of Assam 

the Kumar..i[~tiza SammUan a reformist organisation is· very. 

welknown';' It was established by fue joint efforts of the 

people of the Kumar caste of Kanrup district with a view to 

improving their social and economic life;· In an annual 

conference representatives of the different villages meet 

together~ The tribal groups of Assam have also accu~lated 

considerable amount of power and in many cases they· represent 
' 

... 

the Village Panchaya t, Anchal Panchayat and Zila Pari shad": 1 

A significant number of them are members of the State Assembly 
-

and the Parliament. It has been seen that, in vill,age, where 
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both tribes and castes constitute' its population., the tribal 

r~resentatives also hold considerable power by acquiring 

st~tus in the new village panchayat. TI:le leaders of the Ahoms 
aue -and the _l4iri s are so p0\<19rfUlA to their. numerical s trengtll that 

they even could mobilise the people for the purpose of the 

formation of a separate state for these communi tiesc!5 :F};lrlier 

casteism was not so prominent politically because it was 

suppressed by the landlord.s, but now it has gained strength 
~ 

through institutions like caste associations and caste panchayats 

as apolitical instrume,nt~ llius caste becomes a 'tpoli tical 

class11 through these institutions. 

study of political parties and political networks is of 

:immense importance to under~tand power relations in the rural 

Assam today. Political parties have penetrated into the 

village polity'~ The entire structure of cleavages and associa

tions can be analysed with such a perspective:' Villagers who 

are patronised by the political leaders and parties hold consi-
' 

derable amount of power and prestige in the village. Howev.er, 

existen~e1 of political parties as organised groups is rare in 

the villages, but they exert influence generally from ov.tside. 

There are some individuals and families in _the village wh,o, 

due to their political affiliations, enjoy high power position 
' . 

and prestige. This is also reflected in the relations of some . 
villagex ~ with the high ranking government officials and other 

influential persons outside '111e village. 

In Assam Congress, c.P.I. and Sanjukta Bidhayani nal 

are active political par ties1
• Though the rural people have 

vague perceptions about the political parties, they are 

.... 
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ignorant about their ideologies •. Tile 'Congress party, due tp. 

its strongest root since the time of pre-independence Nation.al 

:Movement, is favourite among the rural people';' These political 

:parties are active ·during General Elections only!: So political 

cleavages are more prominently focussed only at the time of 

elections and the villagers cluster around their respective 

favourite political parties, and thus links, between the political 

parties ~nd the village social structure are noticeable~' ~· 

Thus political parties outside the· village are responsible 

for maintenance and alteration of distribution of pov1er in 

the village level; it creates changes among the villagers due 

to their association with the different political parties. 

** 



CHAP TJ:!R - VI 

CONCLUSION 
~----

'!he present study is a systematic analysis of the changing 

patterns of social stratification, namely, easte, class and' 

pot-leT-~ It aims at analysing caste, class ana- power as ind epen

dent phenomena of social s:tz'atifica-Gion; interrelation:::§hips 

between them and changes in tp.e- stratification system being 

brought about as a result of the changes in these phenomena. 

With this vieH in mind we have reviet.,ted briefly the dialectical 

and functional approaches to stratification and the studies on 

caste, class ~nd power, in particular in the first chapter. 

We :·"find that in most of the studies the phenomena of caste, 

class and power have not been adequately interrelated and the 

changes in the normative principles of social str.atification 

have not been properly examined. On the basis of this frame 

of analysis we formulated the following points ±n the form of 

hyPothesis in the first chapter'. 

The Indian society based on the principle of hierarchy 

could have "harmonic" relations~' The inequality based on the 

ideas of purity-pollution, superiority-inferiority and high 

and lol>~ ranks always Cl"eated a situation of mutual distrust, 

dishamony and uneasiness'. This has been revealed ·in terms of 

disharmonious relations occasionally occuring betv1een the 

patron and the clients. ·As a result of such a tense situation 
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spatial mobility, ostracization and.changes in the tradition8:r.. 

callings occur~d occasionally and intermi tently':. Cultural 
-

modernisation vJas associated with the upper sections of the 
-· 

society1
• 1herefore, the system was not."closed 11 , mobility was 

. possible in certain situations and in certain directions'~ How

ever, mobility avenues \-/ere not open to· all sections of society 

irresp active of their posi.tion. Certain restrictions were 

a part of the system of stratification itself. In vitn.J of 
' 

these observations, it has been proposed to examine the 

directions of mobility from cumulative to dispersed, ·from 

cumulative to cunulative, from dispersed. to cumulative and 

dispersed to dispe!'sed·;' . This also c~l.;ls for examination 

of the nature of stratif_ication from "organic" to "segmentary" 

as observed by Eailey. 

It is necessary to study net"torks, extensions and arenas 

of operation of status, prestige, po,~er and influence of certain 

groups, famili·es and' individuals in a region to test fue hypo

thetical points we have outlined in the first chapter of the 

thesisc; Rural ·Assam provides a peculiar situation where these 

hypotheses could be testedf~· Patterns of stratification among 

the tribals and Hinduised tribals could be comparatively studies 

and differential impact on these people coUl.d be seen in terms 

of the British rule and the recent forces of change such as 

education, land reforms, contacts with the urban centres and 

Panchayati Raj institutions, etc. The proposed study tor the Tf 

degree of Ph.D. would be based on field-work in ·:>·~ 'J Sibsagar 

district of Assam·~ The present thesis for the degree of M.Phil 

is based on the historical documents and other secondary 

sources available on Assamese rural social structu:rr:L 
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Cllapters II, nr and Tv namely, Assamese society: A Historical 

Perspective, The Rural Caste Structure and the Rural Cl.ass 

structure resp ectiyely are based on these sources of 

Assamese history and culture. The chapter on the -power 

structure is based on the scanty data available on the post

independence rural Assam·~ 1bus, "historicity" of Assamese 

society with "h1storicism 11 finds a prominent place in our 
I 

analysis as we could not collect first hand data':' 

The analysis of the changes in the stratification has 

been made at two levels; namely (1) cultural and structural 

changes and (2) comparison of the pre-independence caste, 

class and power structures with ·the post-independence strati

fication system-~ The processes of cultural changes created 

ns'tructural strains" ·and structural changes bring about . 
change~ in the cultural stylest idioms -and life-ways'. The 

- ' 

relationship has been-noted bett-Jeen these t,,IO processes and 

-factors of chang~. The comparison between pre-independ~nce 

and post-independence phenomena of 'caste, class and power 

not only :explain's the role of structural and cultural 

factors, it also explains change's in the normative basis of 

the traditional stratification system and 11legitmation" of the 

new system of stratification envisaged through land-reforms, 

Panchayati Raj institutions and welfare measures, etc•: .. 
The old categories and classifications have lost t.~eir meanings. 

new vocabulary has come to exist. An understanding of ~ 

colloqui~l and native c ategorj_es and cone ap ts has facilitated 

our understanding and analysis. 
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Finally, due to the lack 9f empirical data and proper. 

insight into the field of investigation fue hYPothesis formu

lated in this thesis could not be tested on the basis of these 

historical resources·~. The same would be examined in the 

light of the data which we plan to collect nov1 as a part of 

'Yto/' doctoral research programme'.' Thus our observations are 
I 

tentative, as the purpose of this dissertation ~·:·.is to 

familiarise with the theme of the proposed empirical research .. . 

and to point out the gaps in the available researches and 

to kno'll1 about the netv areas of exploration. 

** 
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